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2. from using a p,.ocess which Is Ihe subject mailer of the patent or,

when .the third party knows, or It Is obvious In .the circumstances,

that the use of the process Is prohibited without. the consent of the

patentee, from offering the process for use within the jurisdiction of

this act:

3. from offering, putting on the market, using, or importing or stocking

for these purposes the product obtained directly by a process which

Is the subject mailer ofthe patent.

However, the right to commercially exploit intellectual property is not limited to

manufacturing, distributing and selling the protected innovative product. Many

owners of intellectual property do not have the resources to engage in such

activities, especially in foreign countries. Thus, intellectual property rights can

also be exploited by authorizing third parties to use the intellectual property, in

other words, by granting licenses. Sec. 15 (2) German Patent Act consequently

provides:

The [right to the patent, the right to the grant of the patent and the rights

deriving from the patent] may be licensed in whole and in part, exclusively

or non-exclusively, for the whole or part of the territory to which this Act

applies. Where a licensee contravenes a restriction ofhis license covered

by sentence 1, the rights deriving from the patent may be invoked against

him.

The wheel had to be invented orily once, but imagine how many times you could

have licensedit. Many intellectual property owners therefore license their rights to

other parties in order to realize a maximum of the firiancial potential of their

intellectual property. This involves negotiating and entering into agreements

which retlect:thelicensor'sandJieensee's commercial concerns. Due to the

enlargement of the European:· Union on May 1, 2004, intellectual property

licensing in the European Union will certainly also increase.

2. CQntents of license agreements

The contents of such license agreements will be determined by the kind of

intellectual property right licensed, but apart from that the basic provisions will

© Hoffmann'Eille, Munich - London 3
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In order to protect the non-exclusive. licensee against his contractual license
becoming ineffective by a transfer of the patent right to a successor in right, Sec.
l~ (3) of the German Patent Act provides that a transfer. of the right (e.g. the
assignment of the licensed patent right to asuecessor in right}or the,grllnt of a
further license shall not affect licenses which have been granted previously to third

parties.

The non-exclusive licensee cannot transfer the non-exclusive license, i.e. his
contractual position, to a successor io right without the consent ofthe licensor.

2.1.2.2 Exclusive License

Contrary to a non-exclusive license, an exclusive license isa right in rem, and
therefore remains in effect against a purchaser of the licensed patent without
having to apply Sec. 15 (3).

The exclusivity. ,of the license may vary in, extent or scope. A so-called
monopolistic exclusive license will confer all rights to exploit and to enforce the
patented invention on the exclusive licensee. Only the forniaI ownership of the
patented iovention remains with the licensor. In such case the licensor docs not
even retaio a right to use the patented iovention himself and he may have no
standing to sue ,in case ofa patent ioftingement.

In a.1ess extreme type of exclusive license, the licensor may reserve a right to use
the patented invention himself, so that the invention may be used by two
authorized users, namely the licensor and the exclusive licensee.

However, if the contract does not contain a provision reserving the right to use for
the 1ic<:lllsor, then.in case ofgranting an exclusive1icenseone has to assume that he
does not have the rightto continue his own use.

The patentee may also grant an exclusive license which is restricted with respect
to one or more ofthe criteria territory, type of use of the invention (manufacture,
sale), field of technical application, or license period. Thus, several exclusive
licenses granted under the same patent may coexist.

© Hoffmann'Bitle, Munich - London . 5
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2.1.3.3 Royalties

Royalties can be calculated as

a percentage of thC!UInover,
a fixed amount per item,
alumpswn.

The royalty based on turnover should be defined precisely as regards the basis of
calculation. This is done by defining in the contract the permittcd deductions such
as freight, value added tax, insUrance costs, duty and cost of packaging. A
percentage of profit royalty' is not practical in view ofpossible controversies over
the method ofdetermining profit.

The per unit royillty'is II fixed amount which is paid per item sold. The advantage

of this method is thilt it is iridependent ofprice changes. Also, it does not require a
thorough examination of the accounting of royalty owed but merely of the number
of items produced.

A lump sum royalty is Ildvisable if the possibility' of control with respect to the
sales of the licensed product does.not exist or is too burdensome. A special
categor)'of a IwnpsU111license is the so-called paid-up license. It is based on
sales-related royalties, but the payment obligation terminates if a specific amount
has been reached. This is therefore an agreement of a maximum amount of royalty
for the duration ofthe contract.

The agreement of a lump sum payment in addition to running royalty generally
represents a. participation of the licensee in the Iicensor'scoslsof developing the
invention. If the contractual purpose of the lump sum is aone~time fee to be paid
for entering into the contract, then the licensor may keep this amount even if the
license is tenninated prior to the agreed duration of the contract. However, a
clarification is advisable, in order to avoid that the lump sum payment be
interpreted as an anticipated royalty calculated for the duration of the patent,
which then may be refundable.

© Hof'finann'Eitle, Munich - London 7
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Improvements

An obligation of the licensee to grant licenses for improvement inventions (grant
"

back cla.use) is llSually admissible llrider competition la\'\', if the lice11sor hl\S a
corresponding obligation. Furthermore the license conditions have to correspond,
i.e. the licenses either both have to be free or both have to be royalty bearing.

2.1.3.5 Most Favorite Terms

A non-exclusive licensee will generally request that a "mo~t favoured license
clause" be included in the agreement. Otherwise he bears the risk that when
licenses' arc granted to competitors, he may be put at a disadvantage with respect
to the royalty rate.

However, the disadvantages of such a clause for the licensor cannot be

overlooked. Contl,'oyersies may arise, for example, if a later licensee was granted
better terms, becal:\se the licensor in an infringement suit with 3. p.arallel nullity
procedure was\Villing to enter into a settlement. The most-favoured clause should
be formulated in a precise manner, for example by excluding settlement contracts
in case ofpatent infringement.

The licensor in addition runs a risk with a most-favoured license clause in case of
infringement situations. The licensor cannot be forqed to ~ue infringers, but he has

.the "burden of suit" (German: Klage/ast). This may have the result that a licensee
does not have to payrQyalties anymore, if the licensor fails to take action against
infringers who in such case practically have a free license.

2.1.3.6 Duration oftbe Agreement and Termination

The exclusive patent license agreement expires atlatest with the expiration of the
last of the lic.enscd patents. A duration past that point is admissible under. ..... .. . .

competition law only ifsecret knQw-how was licensed in addition to. the patents.

A termination for cause is always admissible if the terminating party cannot in
good faith be obligated to continue the contract. This, according to general

(
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In case ofa non-exclusive lic~se, the licensee is not obligated to exercise his right
to .useifthis is not specified in the agreement. Such an obligation can however be
imposed on the non-exclusivc. liccnsee. As an alternative, or in addition, the
payment of a minimum royalty can be agreed upon as well as a right of
termination by the Iicensor,ifcertain minimum sales have nolbeen reached.

2.1.3.8.2 Obligation to Purchase ("tie-ins")

An obligation to purchase raw. material and component parts etc. from the licensor
for producing the licensed products is generally only permissible under
competition law ifjustified or necessary for a. teClmicallysatisfactory exploitation
of the invention.

2.1.3.8.3 Obligation to Defend

Even without an express provision, it is assumed in Germany that the. exclusive
licensee has the obligation to defend the patent, and the licensor is relieved
insofar. If the, licensee does nothave the right to sue under national law, then the
li()Cnsor is obligated to provide him with all powers and support. An obligation of
the exclusive licensee to defend the licensed patent is interpreted in Germany to

.mean that he has no righttochallenge the validity ofthe patent.

In case ofa non-exclusive license, the li~ensor is under obligation to enforce the
li~sed patent only if a most-favoured clause has been agreed upon, In this case,
to tolerate infringernents. would. amount toa free license for infrij1gers.

Since the non-exclusive licensee does not have standing for .. infringement
litigation,.he cllI\ comply \\'lth a contractual obligation to ..enforce the patent only if
the patentee provides him with that power, or if an assignment of rights has been
agreed upon.

The parties have to realizc, howcver, that a provision enabling .the licensee to
prOceed against each and every infringer enhances the risk of a nullity snit against
the patent, because this is the normal rcaction of an infringer iII the case of
important patents. Thus, if the licensor fears the risks of a nullity suit or would
generally like to maintain an influence in the defense and enforcement of the

© Hoffmann'Eitle, Munich - London 11
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2.1.3.9.2 Warranty for Technical Utility.

The only defect, the absence ofwhich is presumed to pe warranted py thc licensor
under Gert1llln laW, is the techllicaI \Isefulliess of the in.vel1tiol1. However, a
.contractual provision to the contrary may be included in theJicense agreement.
Techllical usefulliess relates to the operability of the in.vention as such, not to the
invention being suited for speci:fic applications, unless such suitability is
contractually guaranteed.

If the licensor has guaranteed the technical usefulness of the invention and it later
proves to be techllicllily inoperable arnot useful, the licensee .has the right to
rcscind the agreement as long as the contract has not yet been performed. If the
contract has already rellched the stage ofperformance ami the defect appears later,
the licensee may only teoninate effective for the future. In certain situations there
is also. the possibility of an adaptation of the cOlltract to the changed circumstances
by the courts 1JJlder the general equity provision ofSec. 242 German Civil Code.

2.1.3.9.3 Commercial Exploitability

The risk ofeconomic success in the exploitation of patents is generally borne by
the licensee. Again a provision to the contrary is possible.

3. Applicable law

3.1. National civil law

LiCense agreements in. the countries of the European Ynion generally contain
standard pro\'isions as exemplified apove in.the case Of a patent license agreement
under German law. Nevertheless, thIJre are legal issues.85 well as cultural issues
which will vl\fY from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

The law applicable to license agreelllents usually dIJPends (In the nationality of the
parties. If they are both of the same nationality, most probably their own national
law will govern their license relationship. If the parties are of different
nationalities, they will often choose and agree on the applicable law. Frequently, it

© Hoffmann'Eitle, Munich - London 13
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IT. The Legal System of the EnrQpean Union

Before discussing the specific effect ofEuropean competition law on licensing, let
us take a short look at the history of what is popularly called the European Union
today and the legal system governing it and relevant to intellectual property.

1, History

1.1 The three Communities

A recurrent.dre:am of unification is·part of the European cultural heritage. The
Second World War finally demonstrate:ct the futility of CWlquests and the
vulnerability ofthe sovereign state concept. Inte:rdependence of states rather than
independence became the key to post-war international relations in Europe. This
was also reflected in thc trends ofglobal intemationallaw, such as the concept and
structure ofthe United Nations.

An admirable e:xample of cooperation and practical application .of the call for
peace was the first instrument of European integration, the' European Coal and
Steel Community (ECSC) Qf 1951. It was bnilt .Qn the premise that, if the basic
raW materials for war.at that time, coal and steel, were removed from national
control, war between the traditional enemies, France and Germany, would become
impossible since they would be prevented from developing a war industry.

Some years later, in April 1957 in Rome, a treaty \jIas signed to. establish the
European Economic Community (EEC), a common market in the six member
states Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxe:mburg and the Netherlands.

At the same time, a second Treaty of Rome which set up the European
Community of Atomic Energy (EURATOM) was signed. Its purpose was the
coordination of action of the member states in developing .and marketing their
nuclear resources.

These two Treaties ofRome added two new Communities to thc Coal and Steel
Community. However, the objectives of the European Economic Community were
wider than the objectives of the other two Communities, because the EEC was not

(
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In historical dimensions this development of European union in a time-span of

little more than fi:l1:y years is truly increqiple.

2. Community law

2.1 The three pillars oftheEU

As a political.entity, the EuropeanUnion today rests on three pillars.

The. main pillar is the EC Treaty, at present as amended by the treaty of Nice. It
establishes the European COmmunity as a subject of intenlational law and

proyidesthe primary.Community law.
. ' ; . . . .

The second piJIar consists <if political provisions .00 establish a common foreign

and security policy of the EU member states ('Title V, Arts J et seq. TEV).

The third pillar consists of political provisions on. cooperation between the

member states in the fields of justice and home affairs (Title VI, Arts K et seq.

TEO),

The political provisions ofthe .second and third pillar are not legally binding. This

is because the member slates were hesitant to transfer their core competencies of

traditional sovereignty, e.g. defenSe, police and justice, to the European

Community. These political provisions are practically waiting to be transformed

into Community law. And this integration is presently taking place. But as far as

CommunityJa\V is concerned, the EC Treaty alone is relevant.

2.2 Primary and secondary Community law .

The EC Treaty embodies what is called the "primary Community law". It contains

the legal provisions on the principles of the Community, the citizenship of the

Union, the Community policies and the institutions ofthe Community.

The EC Treaty also provides the legal basis for the so-called "secondary

Community law", which are Regulations, Directives and Decisions.

© Hoffmann'Eitle, Munich - London 17
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m. The 4 Freedoms and Intellectual Property in the EU

1. Free m(jvement ofgoods, persons, services and capital

The EC Treaty provides for "4 Freedoms" in the common market of the European
Union, the free movement ofgoods, persons, services and capital (Art. 14 (2) EC).

The free movetnent of goods is realized by a customs union cQvering all trade in
goods and the prohibition of CUStoms duties on imports and exports between the .
member states and of all charges having eqnivalent effect as well as the adoption
(If a cotntn0ncustoms tariff in the relation with third countries (Art. 23 (1) EC).
Furthermore, quantitative restrictions on imports and all· measures having
equivalent effect are prohibited between member states (Art. 28EC).

The freedom of movement of persons in the Community is provided for workers
(Art. 39 EC) and also comprises. the freedom of establishment of self-employed

. persons (Art. 43 EC). .11lefreedom to provide services cross-border within the
C0tntnuuitymay also nolbe restricted in principle (Art. 49 EC), and all
restrictions on the movement of. capital between member states and between
member states and tbird countries are prohibited (Art. 56 EC).

2. Intellectual Property in the EU

If you consider the nature of intellectual property rights in the member states of
the European Union, a conflict between such rights .and the basic principle of free
movement ofgoods in a common market becomes apparent.

Intellectulll property rights whichiare established by the nation!\l law of a member
state are confmed to the territory where they are granted. They are subject to the
so-called '~principle of territoriality~'. As long as a Community patent which
affords uniform protection in the whole territory of the European Union does not
exist,.a Europe-wide protection for an invention can only be acquired by obtaining
parallel national patents in all memj)er states oftheEU.

© Hoffmann'nit/e, Munich - London 19
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the prohibition, as between Member States, of customs duties and

quantitative restrictions on the imports and exports ofgoods, and of all

other measures having equivalent effect

is mentioned in first place.

Thc basic provision regarding the prohibition of quantitative restrictions between
member states is provided in Art. 28 EC.

Art. 28 EC reads:

Quantitative restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent

effect shall be prohibited between Member States.

"Quantitative restrictions" is a term referring to customs quotas: only so many
products A shalL be imported from state Beach year. An extreme quantitative

,rcstriction is a zero quota: no products A at all shall'beimporred. The right of the
owner of an intellectual property right in one member state to prevent imports of
the protected produetinto the, territory where' his IP right exists is'a measure of
equivalent effect to a zero quota: no IPR-protected products shall be imported
without his consent. Art. 29 EC provides Correspondingly for exports.

2. Art. 30EC: Protection ofindustrial and commercial property

ExcePtions.toArticles 28 and 29 are provided in Art. 30 for measures justified on
various grounds,· including the protection of industrial property.

Art. 30 reads:

The prohibitions ofArticles 28 and 29 shall 'not preclude prohibitions or

restrictions on imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of

public .morality, public policy or publ~c security; the protection of health

andlife a/humans,animals or plants; the protection o/national treasures

possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value; or the protection of

industrial alld commercialproperty. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall

© Hoffmann·EilIe, Munich - London 21
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Sterling Drug and its Dutch licensee brought actions before a Dutch court

requesting injunctions based on infringement of· its Dutch patent and the

"Negram" trademark.

'The butch Supreme Court stayed proceedings in both cases and referred the

following question to the EC/:

Do the rules in the EEC Treaty concerning the free movement ofgoods
prevent the IP right holder from exercising the right conferred to him by

legislation of the member state to prevent thlt protected products from
being marketed by others, evltn where theslt products were previously
lawfUlly markltted in another country by the IP right holder or his licensee?

Pursuant to Art. 234 ECa national court can ask the EC]. to give a ruling

concerning the interpretation of the EC 'Treaty if it considers a decision on its

questionnccessaryto enable it to give a judgmentin the case before it.

The ECJ IWld (sunnnarized):

(1) The effect ofthe prOVisions ofthe Treaty on thlt free movement ofgoods,

particularly Art. 28, is to prohibit blttwltl!n mltmber states measures
restricting imports and allmltasures ofltqualltfJect.

(2) Pursuant to Art. 30, Art. 28 doltS not however prltVent restrictions on
Imports justifiltd on grounds of protection o/industrial and commercial
property.

(3)But it appearsfrom the. same Art. as\vltll as from the conteXt that while
the .Treaty· does not· afJect the existltnclt of the rights in industrial and
commercial property recognized by thll law ofa membllr state, the exltrcise
ofsuch rights may nonetheless afJectlld by the prohibitions in the Treaty.

(4) III so far as it makes an exception to one ofthe fundamental principles
ofthe Common Market,Art. 30 allows derogations to thefrell movement of
goods only to the extent that such derogations are justified for the
protection ofthe specific object ofsuch industrial or commercialproperty.

© Hoffinann'Eitle, Munich· London 23
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member state by the owner of the TP right or with his consent, the lP right is
exhausted and cannot be invoked when the product is importcd into another
member state.

2. ECJ, 14 July 1981 (Case 187/80) -Merck vStephar

In Merck v Stephar, the ECJ held that while it is the specific object of a patent to
accord the inventor an exclusive right of first putting the patented product into
circulation to obtain the reward for his creative effort, this reward is not
guaranteed under all circumstances. It is up to the patentee to decidc in the light of
all circumstances under what conditions he will sell his product. If he decides to
market it in a member state where the law docs not provide'patelltprotection for
the product in question, he must accept the consequences ofhis choice as regards
the free movement of the productwithin the common market. National patent

rights in the EU are e.xhausted when the product has bcen placed on the market by
the patentee or with his consentin any member state regardless of whether patent
protections exis.tsin the state where the prodtlct was marketed.,.Thus Merck who
had sold its drug in Italy at the time when drugs and their mlll)ufacturing processes

wc.r.c. not p.atentablein that country..was not. able to prohibit; bas~ on its Dutch
patent, the import of the drug from Italy into the Netheri811ds by~tephar.

3. ECJ, 09 July 1985 (Case 19/84) - Pharmon v Ho,echst

In Pharmon v Iloechst, however, the ECJ held that the doctrine ofexhaustion ofIP
rights in the COmmon market does not apply when. the prodtlct has been
manufactured by theholder of a compulsory license. While Articles 28 and 30 of
the EC Treaty preclude the application of national provisions which enable the

patent ,owner toprcvent hnporta~on and sales ofa pr~duct which has been

lawfully marketed in an.other member. state by..th.e patent own.er him.self or with his
consent, these pro\lisions do not pl"(lclude the application on legal provisions of a
member state which give the patent owner the right to prevent the marketing in
that state of a product which has been manufactured in another member state by
the holder of a compulsory license, regardless whether the compulsory license
fixes royalties payable to the patent owner. This is because wherca compulsory
license is granted to a third party, the patent owner is deprived of his right to

© Hoffinann·Eitle, Munich - London 25
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Exhaustion of parallel IP rights in the membcrstates occurs if the protected

product has been put into circulation in 9l1e member state by the IP owner or by a

tlllrd party with his consent.

Parallelirnports· ofslIChprodlictsfr(lni olle merilber stateillto another member

state can thus not be prevented by thc IPowner or his licensee under the above

circumstances.

V. Licensing Tntellectual Property and RestraInts of Competition

1. Art. 81(1) EC: Prohibitiou ofagreements that reStrain competition

As we have seen,the exercise ofintelI~etual proPertr' rights may prevent the free

movement of goods in the European Union. and in order to safcguard this

fundamental principle of the comnion market, the doctrine· of Community

exhaustion was established.

It is not difficult to imagine that the ITe~ movement of goods in theEU could also

be prevented byagree~ents between undertakings, and such agreements can

distort competitionin the co~on market in many other ways. Thus it is also a

basic objective ofthe Conununity pursuant to Art: 3 (1)(g) EC to establish

asystem ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted.

If trade between the member states could be affected, thenthe competition rules of

the EU must be observcd, even if the agreement, for example a license agreement,

relates only to one member state.

The competition rules relating to agrecments between undertakings are set out in

Art. 81 EC.

Art. 81(1) prohibits agreements which have as their object or effect the prevention,

restriction or distortion of competition within the common market. Art. 81(1)

reads:

© Hoffinann'Eitle, Munich - London 27
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which contributes to improving the production or distribution ofgoods or
to promoting technical or economic progress, while allowing consumers a

fair share ofthe resulting benefit, and which does not:
(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not

indispensable to the attainment ofthese objectiVes;
(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in
respect ofa substantialpart ofthe products in question.

2.2 A license agreement merely pennits the licensee to do something that would
otherwise beunlawfu1. Thus it clearly does not violate Art. 81 (I) unless it is
coupled with other obligations that h<ive the object or the effect of restraining
competition in some way. Most systems of anti-trust law have. had difficulty in
distinguishing permissible license clauses from those that constitute undue
restraints on competition.

The EC Commission formerly took the view that any license other than a non
exclusive license for the whole common market was caught by the prohibition of
Art..8l(1). The Commission was prepared to carry out an analysis based on Art.
81 (3). However, individual exemptions from the prohibition of agreements under
Art. 81 (I) reqnireda cumbersome and time-consuming proceeding which imposes

\ . .

heaVY burdens on the limited personnel.of the Commission.

Finally, a block exemption for patent license agreements based on Art. 85 (3) was
adopted in 1984 (Regulation 2349/84). The basic scheme of the Regulation was
that a."white list" of clauses was provided that nomlally do not violate Art. 81(1)
and were exempted as well as a "black list", which specified clauses that
prevented the application ofthe exemption.

In 1989, the Commission drafted a block exemption for know-how licenses
(Regulation 556/89), which was very similar. to that relating to patent licenses, but
the white and black lists permitted more provisions to beincluded in.an agreement
which qualified for the exemption.

In 1996, the two block exemptions were combined into a single regulation
coveting technology transfer agreements (Regulation 240/96). The 5TTBER
reflected a more liberal attitude of the Commission towards license agreements

© Hoffinann'Eitle, Munich - London 29
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2.3 The purpose of the TIBER is to provide "safe harbour" for companies licensing in
Europe with rcgardto Article 81(1) and (2) EC.

The old regime ()fB1()ck Exemption Regulation 240/96 distinguished between a
white list of clearly exempt provisions of license agreements, a black list of
prohibited provisions and a grey list ofpotentially exempted provisions. Economic
criteria such as the marketshares of the respective companies and whether they
were competitors or non-competitors were irrelevant. The old TIBER was
straightforward in listing exempted clauses and this resulted in companies merely
copying them into their liccnse agreements. The Regulation was therefore
criticized as being prescriptive, formalistic and having a strait jacket effect.

The new regime of TIBER 772/04 statcs thc nccd to simplify the regulatory
framcwork and its application and annoWlces an cconomics-based flexible
approach to asscss thc impact oflicensing agreements on the relevant market. It
exempts clauses in license agreements of companies not exceeding a ccrtain level
of market power, specifies some severely anti-competitive restraints called
''hardcore restrictions" which are not to bc contained in. silch agreements and
distinguishes between agreements between competitors and agreements between
non-competitors. Although the new TIBER asserts that ~~the great majority of
license agreements are compatible withArt. 81" and that it creates safe harbour for
most agreements, the assessment ofexemption of license clauses has become more
complcx and difficult. Opinion is therefore divided over whether the new TTBER
is more restrictive than the old one or broader in scope;

Comparing the old and new TTBERs, it is still an opcn question which approach is
better suited to. ensure· effective competition and provide adequate legal security
for companies.

2.4 Pursuant to Art. 2 TTBER, which refers to Art. 81(3) EC, and subjeet to the
provisions of thc Regulation, Art. 81 (1) shall not apply to technology transfer
agreements entered into between two Wldertakings and permitting the production
of contract products. The further basic provisions of the TTBER are Articles 3, 4
andS.
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Article 5 finally stipulates restrictions which are generaIIyexcluded from
exemption, namely

licensee lfi\.istexCiusively license Of assigri severable improvements or new

applications ofthc licensed technolol,'Y,
(2) no chaIIenge clause, and
(3) if the parties are not. competitors, restrictions on licensee's RD or use of

own technology.

But here as weII exceptions are stipulated for the no challenge clause and the
restrictions on licensee'sRDor use ofown technology.

The TIBER is applicable to technolol,'Y transfer agre.ements in a broad sense.
They. concern • the licensing . of .. technology and comprise· patent licensing
agreements, know-how licensing agreements, software copyright licensing
agreements and mixed agreements covering al10r some of these inteIIectoai
propertY rights (Art. 1(b)); The term patent is to be understood .broadly as weII
(Art. l(I)(h)). Patents as subject matter of licensing withregllrd to the TIBER
means

• patents,
• patent applications,
• utility models,
• utility model applications,

• designs,
• topographies for semiconductor products,

• SPCs,and
• plant breeder certificates.

Know-how is defined as a package ofnon-patentedpractical information, which is
secret, substantial and identifie.d (Art. 1(1)(1)).

Mixed agreements to which the TTBElt is applicable may alsO include provisions
relating to other intel1ectoal property right if these are not the primary object ofthe
license agreement. The TIBER defines intel1ectoal property rights as including
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• Output· restrictions
Between non-competitors 30% J76, 178
Non-reciprocal restriction on licensee between competitors 20% 175
Reciprocal between competitors: hardcore 4(1 )(b) 175
Combined with exc1usiye territories or customer groups 177

• Field of use restrictions (technical fields ofapplication or product markets)
Nonnally block exempted 180,.182
On licensees in agreements between actual or potential competitors 20%
183
On licensee and licensor between non-competitors 30% 184, 185
Symmetrical and asymmetrical 183
Combined with exclusive and sole licences treated in same way 181
Ifmarket sharing arrangement: hardcore 4(1)(c)

• Captive use restrictions
Block exempted 0 30 186
Above threshold: .Competitor prevented .from supplyipg components to third
parties 187 .
Above threshold: Licensee restricted in serving after-market for own products
189

• Tying and bundling
Block exempted 0 30 192
Above threshold: 193, 194

• Non~compete obligation
. Block exempted 0 30 197

Above threshold: 198, 199,200, 201, 202, 203

• Obligation on licensee not to sublicense 155b

• Royalty obligation
Nonnally 156
Beyond the period ofvalidity ofthe licensed intellectual property right 159
Products produced solely with licensee's technology 4(1)(d)
Products produced with licensed technology and also on products produced
with third party technology 160
Price fixing between competitors 4(1)(a)? 157
Disproportionate 158

• Obligation to pay minimum royalty or to produce a minimum quantity of
products Incorporating licensed technology 155e

• Obligation to assist licensor in enforcing licensed Intellectual property rights
155d
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VI. Refusal to License and Restraints of Competition

1. A,rt 82 EC: Pro~ibitlon of abuse of dominant position

The basic provisions of~e EC competition rules are Art 8I and Art. 82 BC. While

Art. 81 controls agreements of undertakings, such as intellectual property licensing

agreements, Art. 82 controls the conduct, unilateral or otherwise, ofunderta1cings thai
are subject only to remote competitive pressure because of their dominant position in

the market The same conduct may violate both articles.

Art. 82 reads:

Any abuse by. one or more underlakings of a dominant ]Josilion within the

common market or in a substantial part of it shall be prohibited as

incompatible with Ihe common market in so far as it may affect trade between

Member States.

Such abuse may, in particular, consist in:

(a) directly or. indirectly imposing unfair pltrchase or selling prices or

other unfair trading conditions;

(b) limiting production, markets or technical development to the

prejudice ofconsumers;

(c) applying dissimilar condition,vto equivalent transactions witli other

trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage;

(d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the

otherparties ofsupplementary obligations which, by their nature or

according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject

ofsuch contracts.

Examples of abuse of a dominant position are conduct that oppresses buyers and

sellers: charging too much, paying too little, or discriminating against specific

firms and so making itdifficuit for them to compete. But owners of intellectual

property also have to beware of Art. 82. Since intellectual property law is

concerned with granting monopolies, owners ofIP rights may be put in a dominant

position, which must notbe abused.
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Magill TV Guide Ltd. wished to publish a comprehensive weekly guide but the
TV stations obtained court injunctions against it based on their copyrights. Magill
claimed that they were. abusing their dominant position by refusing to grant
IiceJ.1ses and thereby breaching Art. 82.

Referring to Volvo, the ECJ repeats that mere ownership of an intellectual propety
right cannot confer a dominant position in the market. An intellectual property
right constitutes a legal monopoly, not an economic monopoly. However, the
market situation may bc such that the TP owner enjoys a de facto monopoly which
puts him in a position to prevent effective competition on thc market. Tn the
~resent case the three TV stations occupied a dominant position due to their
copyrights in their TV pr()gram guides.

Considering the substance of an intellectual property right, the refusal to grant a
license even by an undertaking in a dominant position ~annot in itselfconstitute an
~buse of the dominant position. Butthe exercise of an. exclusive right by its owner
may in "exceptional circumstances" involve abusive conduct. In Magill, the ECJ
held that this is the case when

• there is no substitute product but consumer demand for the product intended
by the potential licensee,

• the refusal to license prevents the appearance ofa new product,
• there is no justification for the refusal by objective considerations, and
• as a result of the refusal all coll1petition on the market in guestion is excluded.

These conditions were considered to be fulfilled in the prescnt case: There existed
no weekly TV gnide covering all progrlllI1s but a potential demand for such
product on the part.of consumers, the refusal of the TV stations to grant licenses
prevented th~ pu~li~tion of such a guide which the stations. themselves did not
offer, and there was no justification for their refusal which excluded all
competition on the market since they denied access to the basic information
indispensable for the compilation ofa weekly TV guide.
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~revents the development ofa secondarY market to the. detriment of consumers. In
other words:

... the rejUsal by an undertaking in a dominant position to allow access to a

prodlict protected by copyright, where that product is .. indispensable for

operating on a secondary market, may be regarded as abUi1ive only where

the undertaking which requested the license does not intend to limit itself

essent!allytoduplicating the goods or services already offered on the

secondary market by the owner of the c:opyright, but intends. to produce

new goods or services not offered by the owner of the right andfor which

there is a potential cUi1tomer demand.

.In the case at hand it was a question of facts still to be ascertaineliby the national
court that had requested the preliminary ruling of the EC} whether these
conditions were fulfilled.

•.. 3. Outlook

The IMS Health decision of the ECJ addresses the appropriate balance to be struck
be~een the protection .ofintellectuai.property rights and the freedomto liccnse of
the IPR owncr and the freedom of competition in the. European lJnion. The ECJ
basically respects intellectual property rights, and the decision has made clear that
licenses cannot be demanded for directly competing products even if the IPR
owner has a dominant position on the mark.et But uncertainty remains because the
ECJ did not spell out how new or different a secondary product has to be for the
refusal to license to become abusive and Art. 82 EC to be applicable. Also it has
not yet been clarified what objective considerations can justify the refusal in the
given circumstances. These questions may be answered by national courts on the
facts of the particular case.

vn. Summary

The regulatory system that governs licensing in the European Union is, as we have
seen, the result of a constant balancing of interests. On the one side there is the
protection of intellectual property and the economic freedom of the IPR owner,

(
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PART ONE

PRINCIPLES

Attachment I

43

(a)

(b)

(c)

Article 1 (ex Article 1)

By this Treaty, the HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES establish among themselves a
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY.

Article 2 (ex Article 2)

The Community shall have as itS task, by establishing a common market and an economic and
monecary union and by implementing common policies or activities referred to in Arucles 3
and 4, to promote throughout .the CommunitY a harmonious, balanced andsusrainable devel
opment of economic activities, a high level. of employment and of social protection, equality
between men and women, sustainable and non-inflationary growth, a high degree of competi
tiveness and cOlivergence of e.conomic performance, a high level of protection and
improveClient of the quality of the environment, the raising of the standard of living and
quality of life, and economic and social cohesion and solidarity among Member States.

Article 3 (ex Artide 3)

1. For the purposes set OUt in Article 2, the activities of the Community shall include, as
provided in. this Treaty and in accordance with the timetable set outcherein:

the prohibition, as between Member States, of CUStOmS d~ties. and quantitative restrictions
on.the ]Cliport and export of goods, and of all other measures having equivalent effect;

a common commercial policy;

an internal market characterised by the abolition, as between Member Stares, of obsracles
to rhe free movement of goods, personS, services .andcapical;

. (d) measures concerning the entry and movement of persons as provided for in .Tide IV;

(e) a comrnonpolicy in the sphere of agriculture and fisheries;

(f) a common policy in the sphere of rransport;

(g) a system ensuring thaccompetition in the internal market.is not distorted;

(h) the approximation of the laws of Member Scates to the extent required for the func
tioning of the common market;

(i) the promotion of coordination between employment policies of the Member States with a
view to enhancing their effectiveness by developing a coordinated strategy for
employment; ..

(j) a policy in the. social sphere comprising a European Social Fund;

(k) the Strengthening of economic and social cohesion;

(I) a policy in the sphere .of the environment;
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Chapter 2

Prohibition of quantitative restrictions hctween Member States

Article 28 (ex Article 30)

51

Quantitative restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent effect shall be
prohibited between Member Stares.

Article 29 (ex Article 34)

Quantitative restrictions on exports, .and all measures having equivalent effect, shall be
prohibited between Member States.

Article 30 (ex Article 36)

The provisions of Anicles 28 and 29 shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on imports,

~:~u"ri~;o~h;o;r~te~i:na~r~~:t:~e~ndnlirero~ptu~;~~b~~in:l:a~i(~I~~~I:ctt;I~%t~~ti~~b~f
national treasures possessing anistic, hiStoric or archaeological value; or the protection of
indu.serial and commercial propeny. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however,
constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restricti()n on trade beween
Member States.

Article 31 (ex Article 37)

t. Member States shall adjust any State monopolies of a commerdal character so as to
ensure that no discrimination regarding the conditions under which goods are procured and
marketed exists between nationals· of Member States.

The provisions of this Anicle shall apply to any bocly through which a Member State, in lliw
or in fact, either directly or indirectly supervises, determines or appreciably influences imports
orexpons between Member State.s. These provisions shall likewise apply t() monopolies
delegated by the State to others.

1. Member States shall refrain· from introducing any new measure which is contrary to the
principles laid d()wn in. paragraph lor· which restricts the scope of the Articles· dealing with
the prohibition of customs duties and quantitative restrictions between Member States.

3. If a State monopoly of a commercial character has rules which are designed to make it
easier to dispose of agricultural products or obtain for them the best return, steps should be
taken in applying the rules contained in this Article to ensure equivalent safeguards for the
employment and standard of living of the producers concerned·.
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which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting
technical or economic progress, while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit,
and which does not:

(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which~arenot indispensable r6the
attainment of these objectives;

(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a
substantial part of the produCtS in question.

Article 82 (ex ArtiCle 86)

Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the common market or
in a substantial part of it shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market insofar
as it may affect trade between Member States.

Such abuse may, in particular, consist in:

(a)directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices Or other unfair trading
conditions;

(b) limiting production, markers or technicaldeVelopmenr to the prejudice of consumers;

(c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby
placing them at a competitive disadvantage;

(d)making the conclusion of conrracrssubject to acceptanceb)" the other parties of
supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have
no connection with the subjectofsuchcontracrs.

Article 83 (ex Article 87)

1. The appropriate regulations or directives to give effect to ~theprinciples Set out in Articles
81 and 82 shall be laid down by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal
from the Commission and after consulting the European Parliament.

2. The regulations or directives referred to in paragraph 1 shall be designed in particular:

(a) to ensure compliance with the prohibitions laid down in Article 81(1) and in Article 8Hy
making provision for fines and periodic penalty payments;

(b) to Jay down detailed rules for .the application of Article 81(3), taking into acco~nr the
need to ensure effective superYision on the one hand, and to simplify~ administration to the
greatest possible extent on the other;

(c) to define, if-need be, in the various 'branches of the economy, the scope of the provisions
of Articles 81 and 82;
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Attachment II

L12l/11

COMMISSION REGULATION lEe) No 772/2004
of 27 April 2004

on the application ofArticle 81(3) of the Treaty to cate80ri~ oftechnology uansfer agreements

• fJ'CICC whh EBA relevance)

THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES.

Having regard to ,tJ1e Treaty establishing the European Com
munity.

Having regard '0 Coun,1I Regulation No 19/65/££C of 2 March
1965 on application of Article 8S(3) of the Treaty to certain
categories ofagreements and concerted practices (I), and in par
ticular Artlc1el thereof, .

Having published a draft of .his Regulation fl.

After .consulting ,the Advisory Committee on Restrictive Pra,·
tlces and Dominant Posiclons,

(4) This Regulation should meet the IWO reqUirements of
enSllring effective competidon and providingadequatt
legal security for undertakings. The purSUit 'of tbese
objectives·should take accounl· of Ihe need to simplify
Ihe regulatoQ' Cramework and Its applfcatlon. It Is appro..
priate to move away from. the approach of listing
exempted dawes and' to place greater emphasis on
deflning the categories oC agreements which are
exempted up to a cenaln level of m,arket pOwtr and on
specllylng the restrictlonsor c1aus~ which are not to be
contained In such agreeme,nts. This is consistent with an
economics-based approach which assesses the Impact of
agreements on the relevant market. It is also consistent
wilh such an approach to make a dlstlnclion between
agreements between· competitors and:agreemenu:
between non·comperltors.

Whereas:

(0 Regulation No 19J6S/EEC empowers the.Commission to
apply Arti,le 81 (l) of the Trea.y by Regulation '0
cemin categories of technology transfer agreements and
corresponding concerted practices. to which -only two
undertaking, are partywhi,h fall within Arti,le 81(1).

(2) Pursuan•.•o Regulation No 19/65/E£C. the Commission
has, in pacticular.,adopted Reguliltion (EC) No 240J96 or
}] JanualY 1996 on .he appllca'ion of Article 85(» of
'the Treaty to certain categories of, technology tnmsfer
agreements {?

(Il On 20, December ,~OOI,the- Commission published an
evaluation repon on, the" transfer of technology block,
exempllon Regulation (EQ No 240/961'. This generated
a public debiue on the application of Regulation (EO No
240/96 and on the application In general of Arti,le
81(1) and (l) of .he Treacy.o technology transfoc agree·
ment$. ,The ,r~ponse' co 'the evaluation rep~n rrom
Member SIRteS and third panles has been generally In
favour of rerorm of Community competition poli~ on
technology transfer agreemenrs.)tls therefore ·appro-
priate to repeal Rogulation (EC) No 240/96. .

(') OJ 36. 6.1.1965. p. 5Hj6S. RcgulOJlion :IS last :lmend,,"tI by Regu·
I:nion lEO No 1/2003 (OJ L I. 4.1.2003. p. 1).

I? OJ 015. 1.'0.2001. p. 10.t, OJ L ]1, 9.2.1994, p. 2. Rc&ubllan,ilS :lmtnckd by cbe'2001 Actor
A«e~lon.

(? COM(200 I) 786 ronal.

(5)

(6)

17)

Technology transfer agreements concern the licensing of
lechnology. Such agreemenrs \\.111 usual~' improve
economic efficiency and be pro·competitlve as they can
reduce duplication or research .and development.
strenglhen .the. Incentive. (or the initial research and
development, spur incremental innova~ion. facilitate
diffusIon and generate product ma;ketcompetidon.

The likelihood that such efficiencr·enhanclng 3nd pro·
competitive effects will outweigh any antl-compethive
effects due to restrictions .contained In technology
transfer agreements depends- on lhedegree of markel
power of the· undenaklngs concerned and. Ihertfore. on
Ihe extent 10 which those undertakings (ace competition
(rom undertakings owning subsdlUte technologies or
undenaklngs producing substitute products.

This Regulation should only deal \\ith agrecmenls where
tbe licensor permits the licensee lO exploit the licensed
technology. posslblr aher FuRber research and ekvelop.
ment by the licensee, (or the production of goods or
seIVlces. Jt should. not deal with licensing agreements (or
the purpose of subcontractl~g. research andc!evelop~
ment. h should also not deal with licensing ·agreements
to set up technolog,,' pools•. lhal is 10 say. agreements (or
the pooling of teChnologies with the purpose of Iicen~
sing the created p:lckage. ofintell«lual. properw rights
to Ihird parties.
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(19) This Regulallon should cover only technology transfer
agreements, between a -lIcensor and· a licensee; ~t should
cover such agreements even if conditions are'"stlpulated
for, more lhan one, level _of trade, -by. (or instance.
requiring the licensee to set up a panJcular distribution
system and specifying the obligations the licensee must
tJr tnaY_lm~os~_onresellerlJ_prt~~pro<ll1c:t1l" pr¢u~4, _
under the liCence. However, such<condltJons and obltga.
tioosshoul~ comply with the competition 'rules applic.
able to .supp~y and distribution agreements. Supply and
distribution agreements, concluded betWeen, a IJcensee
and ·Its buy.ts should nol be exempted by this Regu.
latlon.

(20) This Reguladon Is Without prejudice to:the application
ofArtIcle 82 of the Treaty.

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION;

Artlde I

D,efinitions

'1>" For thepurpo.ses oC this Regulation, the follOWing defjnl~
ijons ,hall apply: .• .••. •. .

(a) 'agreement' means an agreement, a decision of an associa
tion ofundertakinEsor a concerted practice:

(b) 'technology transfer agreement' means- a patent licensing
agreement, "a •know-how licensing agreement. a software
copyright licensing agreement or a mixed patent, know
how or softwarecopyrlght licensing agreement. includIng
any such agreement containing,; provisions which relate to
the sale 'and p~rchase'of products orwhichrela~eto the.
licensing'ofother inteU,ectllalproperty lights or the assign
mentefJnteUeclual 'property rights. provided that,those
provisions do not constitute the primaJY 'objeCt "of ,the
agreement and are directly related to the production of the
colltract,products: assignments of patents, know-bow, soft
Ware copyrighter a combination th~~f wber~ part or the

:liskassociated ~th the exploitation' pfthe technology
remal!lSwlththe asslghor,ln, partIcular wh~ the sum
payable inconslderationof the a~ignment, 'Is#ependent
on the turnover obta1ned by the assignee In ,respect of
products produced w.lth the assigned technology, the quan..
tity of suchproductsproduced oube number of opera
tionscarried: out employing the, technol()gy, s~all also be
deemed to,be,te~hn,plogy trans~er,.agreements:

(c) 'reciprocal agreement' means a lechnology:transfer, agree
ment where two undertakings grant each ,other.' in the
same or separate contracts;' ap~tent licence, a know-how

licence. a software copyright licence or a niixed patent,
know-how or software, copyright 'licence and where these
llcencell concern competing technologies or can be used
for the production of competing products;

,..(d):,'non-reclprocalagreement' means,: a", technology, transfer
,agreement where one undertaldng grants another under
taking 'a patcntlltence, a know-how licence, a software
copyright licence ora mixed patent, know-how or soft·
ware copyright licence, or where two undertakings grant
each other such a licence but where these licences do not
concern cornpetlng technoJogies and cannot be used for
theproductlon of.competing products:

(e) .'product' means a good or a servJce, including both inter
mediary goods and servlcesand flnal goods and services:

(0, 'contract, products' means products produced with the
licensed technology;

(g) 'iotellectual propeny rights' Includes Induslrlal prop<ny
rights, know-how, copyright aod neighbouring rights:

(h) 'paterus' means patents, patent'applicatlons, utility models,
appllcallons for registration of utility models, deslgns,
topographies, ,of semiconductor products, sul'plementat)'
protection cenificates for medicinal products or ,other
prod~cts for which 8uch supplementary protection certlR..
cates may be obtalned and plant breeder's cen18cates:

(i) 'know-how' means a package of non-patented practical
information. resulting from experience and testing, which
is:

Q) sccrct, that Is to say, not generally known or easlly
accessible,

(iI) substantial, that Is to say, significant and usefui for the
production of the contract products, and

(iiij identmed, that Is to say, described in a sufflclendy
comprehensive manner so as to make It possible to
verify that It fulfils the criteria ofseerecy and substan~

tlallIY:

fjl 'competing undertakings' means undertakings which
compete on the relevant technology, market andJor the
re,levant product market. that Is to say:

(I) competing 'undertakings on the relevant technology
market, being 'undertakings which license OUt
competing technologies \\-ithout infringing each others'
intellectual property rights ,(actual competitors on the
technology market):, the relevant technology m~rket

Includes technologies which are regarded by the Itcen~

sees as Interchangeable with or, substitutable for the
Ilcel1sed tedmologYi by teason of the technologies'
characteristics, their royalties and thelrincendcd use,
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Artkl,4

Hardcore restrictions

1. Where -the undcl1aklngs party to the agreement are
competing undertakings, the exemption provided for in.Artide
2 shall not apply to agreements wJilch, directly or indirectly, in
isolation or in combination With other factors under the
comrol of the panles, have as their object:

(a)'therestrictfon ofapartys ability todelennine its prices
when seiling products to third parties;

(b) the limitation of output, except limltadons on the output of
contract products imposed on the licensee in a. non-reci
p!'Ocal agreement or imposed on only one of the licensees
in a recIprocal agreement;

(e) the allocation ofmarkets or customers except

(II the obligation on the Iicemee(,) to produce With the
licensed technology only within one or more teclmlcal
fle1dsof use or one or,more product markets.

(iiJ the obligation on the licensor and/or the licensee. in a'
" non-reciprocal .. agreement, not to .• produce with the

licensed technology within one or more technical
fields. of use or. one or more product markets or one

. or more exclusiveterrltories reserved (or the other
party,

(iii) the obligation.on the Iicel1SC)f n€)t,to license the·tech
nology to another licensee in a panlcular territory.

(iv) the restrictIon•. in a non.reciprocal agreement. of
actt!e and/or passive sales by, the. licensee and/or the

, licensor into the exclusive territory Of to the exclusive
customer group reserved for the other party.

(v) the restriction, in a non-reciprocal agreement. of
active sales by the Hcenseeinto the exclusive leITItory
or to. the exc!usivecustomergroup, allocated by the
IicensQr to another licensee provided. the latter was
not a, competing undertaking of.t!lelicensor at the
time of the conclusion.of its 0W'n}lcence,

(vJ) the obligation on .the licensee to produce the contract'
products only for its own use provided that the
licensee is not. restricted in selling the contract
products actively and passively. as. spare pam for Irs
own productS,

(viij the obligation on the licensee, In a non-reciprocal
agreement, to produce the contract products only for
a particular customer, where the licence was grantea
in order to create an aitelllative.source of supply for
that customer;

(d) the restriction of the lIcensee's ability to exploit its own
technology or the restriction of the ability of any of the
parties to the agreement to carry out research and develop
ment, unless such latter restriction Is Indispensable to
prevent the disclosure of the licensed know·how to third
parties.

2. Where the· undertakings party to the agreement are not
competing undertakings. the exemption· provided for in Article
2 shall not apply to agreements whh;h, direttly or indirec:dy, in
Isolation or In combination with other factors under the
control of the'parties, have as their object:

(a) the restriction of a pany's ability to. determJneits prices
when selling products to third parties. without prejudice to
the pOSSibility of imposing a maximum sale price or recom·
mending a sale price, provided that it does: not amount to a
fixed or minimum sate pricc as a result of pressure from, or
incentives offered by, any of the parties;

(b) . the restriction of the territoay int() which, or'of the custo
mers to wholll, the It~nsee may passively seU th~ conuact
products, except:

(i) the restriction of passive sales into an exclusive teni·
tory or to an exclusive customer group reserved for
the licensor,

(ii) the restriction of passIve sales into an exclusive terr!·
tory or to an· exclusive customer group allocated by
the licensor to another licensee during the first two
years, that this other licensee Is selling .the ,contract
products In that territory or to that customer group.

~i1) the obligation to produce the contract products only
for Its own use prOVided that the licensee Is not
restricted in selling the contract products actively and
pass.ively as spare parts for its own products,

(Iv) the obligation to produce the contract products only
for a particular·· customer, where the licence was
granted In order to create an alternative source of
supply for that customer,

(v) the rcstricdon of sales to end·users by a Jlcensee oper·
ating at the wholesale level of trade.

(Vi) . the restriction of sales to unauthorised distn"butors by
the members of a selective dIstribution system:

(c) .' the restriction of active or passive. sales to end-users by a
licensee which Is a member of a selective distribution
system and which operates at the retail level, without preju.
dice to the pOSSibility of prohibiting ~ member. qf the
system from operatlng.out of an unauthorised place of
establishment.

3; Where the undertakings party to the agreement are not
competing undertakings at·the time· of me conclusion of the
agreement but become competing undertakings afterwards,
paragraph 2 and not paragraph 1 shall applY for the fu!llife of
the .. agreement unless the agreement .. lssubsequently. amended
in 8:0Y ."aterlal. respect.
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Mid< 10

Transitional period

.
The prohlbldon laid down In Article 81 (I) of the TreatY shall not apply during the perlod from I May
2004 to 31 Marcil 2006 in respect of agreemen~ already In force on 30 April 2004 which do not satisfy
tile conditions for exemption provided for in this Regulation but which, on 30 April 2004, satisfied the
conditions for exemption provided for in Regulation (EC) No 240/96.

Article 11

Period ofvalidity

TIlls Regulation shall enter into force on 1 May 2004.

Itshall expire on 30 April 2014.

This Resuladon shall be binding in i~ entirety and directly applicable In all Member States.

Done at Brussels. 27 April 2004.

For the Comrnrsslon
Mario MONTI

Member of the; Commission

l123/17
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COMMISSION NOTICE

Guidelines on' the application of Article 81 of the EC Treaty to te.;hnology transfer agreements

(2004/C 101/02)

(Textwltl1_J:£!.r:~~~1I'8IIce)

I. (!'II'RODUCflON

1. These guidelines set out the princlples.for the assessment
of technology transfer agreements under Anlc1e 81 of the
Treaty. Technology transfer agreements concern the
licensing of technology where the licensor permits the

;licensee to, exploit the licensed"" technology for the
production of goods or .services, as' defined in Article
1(1)(b) of Commission Regulation (Eq No 773/2004
on the .pplicatlon of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to
categories ,of technology, transfer 'agreements (the
TIBER)(l).

2. The purpose 'of the guidelines is to provide guidance on
the application of the TIBER as wan as on tile
application ;of :", Article, 81 to technology transfer
agreements .t~at (all. outside the scope o( the TIBER;
The TIBER and the guidelines are without prejudice to
the possible parallel application of Article 82 of the
Treaty to licensing agreements (2).

3. The standards .set forth in these guidelines. must be
applfedIn Ught of the circumstances specific to each
case. This excludes a mechanical application. Each case
mU$t be assessed on its own facts and the guidelines must
be applied reasonably and fleXibly. Examples given .serve
as illustrations only ano are,' not· intended to be
exhaustive. The Commission wJlJ keep under review the
funcllonlng of theTIDER and the guidelines in the new
enforcement system created by Regulation 1/2003 (I) to
consider whether changes need to' be made.

4.,' The presenrguldellnes are without prejudice to the inter
pretation of ArtlcleSl and the TIBER that may be given
by the Court of Justice and the Court· of First Instance.

II. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

L Article 81 and' intellectual. property rights

S. The aim of Article 81 as a whole Is 'to protect
competition on the market with a view to promoting
consumer welfare and an efficient allocation of resources.
Article 81(1) prohibits .11 ag...."'.nts and concerted
practices., between undertakings and decisions by
assoclntlons of undertakings (4), which may affect trade
between Member ,States (5) and which have as their
object or effect the prevention•. restriction or distortion
of competldon(6). As an exception [0 this rule Article
8.1(3) provides that the prohibition contained in Article

81(1) may be declared inapplicable In the case .of
agreements betwcenundertakings ~hichcontnoute to
improving the production or dis.tribution· of products or
to promoting '"technical or economtc progress. while
allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benents
and ·which do not Impose restrictions which are not'
Indispensable to 'the attainment of these objectives and
do not afford' such undertakings the possibility of elim
inating competition in ·respect ofa substantial pan of the
products concerned.

6. Intellectual property laws confer exclusive rights on
holders of patents, .copyright. design rights. trademarks
and other JegaUy protected rights. The owner of intel·
lectual propeny:is ·entitled under Intellectual property
laws to prevent unauthorised use' of his Intellectual
property and '10 exploit ft, Intet alItI, by licensing It to
third parties. Once a product Incorporating·an intellectual
property right has been put on the market inside the EEA
by the holder or with his consent, the intellectual
property right is c,,,<haiuted in the $cnse that the holder
can no longer use it to control the sate of the produCt (7)
(principle of Community exhaustion). The right holder
has no right under lntellcctualpropercy Jaws to pre\'ent
sales by licensees or buyers of such product! incor~

poratlng the licensed technology (~. Th. principle of
Community 'exhaustion Js In line with' the essential
function of I:uellecwal property rights. which Is to
grant the holder the right to exclude others from
explOiting his intell~ctual propen)" without Jiis cornent.

7.• The facl that intelle~tual propert}'Jaws granl exclUSive
right! of explOitation does not Imply that Intellectual
property rights are immune from competition law inter
vention. Articles 81 and 82 are In particular applicable to
agreements whereby .. the holder licenses. another under.
,taking to' explOit his intellectual. property rights ('). r\or
does It Imply'that there is, anfnherentconOict between
Intellectual property rights and the Community
competition rules.' Indeed. both bodies of' .law share the
$ame basic objective ()f promoting consumer welfal'e and
an efficient allocation of resources. Innovation constitutes
an essential' and d)"namlc. component of an open and
competitive market .economy. Intellectual property
.rights pro"nlotec!.ynamic competition .by encouraging
undertakings to Invest In developing. new or Improved
product.s and processes. So does c0ntpe:tition by putting
pressure. on under.takingsto innovate. Therefore. both
Inte1lectuaJ propeny rights and competition are
necessary to promote innovation and ensure a
competitive exploitation thereof.
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Claims that In the absence of a restraint the supplier
would have resorted to vertical Integration are not
suffictent. Decisions on whether or not to vertically
integrate depend on a broad range of complex
economic (actors, a number of which are Internal
to the undertaking concerned.

13. In the applltadon of the analytical framework set out in
the previous paragraph it must be taken Into account
that Article Bt(l) distinguishes between those agreements
that.have a restriction·of competition as their object and
those agreements that have il restriction of competition
as their effect. An agreement or contractual restraint is
only prohibited by Article 81(1) If 11. object or effect is to
restrict inter-technology competition and/or intra-tech~

oology competition.

14. Restrictions of competition by object are those that by
their .. ,very nature restrict competition. These are
restrictions which in light of the objectives pursued by
the Community. competition rules have such a high
potential for negative effecTS on competition that It Is
not necessary for the purposes .ofapplylng Article
81(1) to demonstrate any actual effects on the
market (1-4). Moreover,. the conditlon:t pf Article 81(3)
are unlikely to be fulfilled in the case of restrictions by
object. The assessment of whether.or not an agreement
has as its object a restriction of competition is based on a
number of factors. These factors include.·ln particular.
the content of the agreement and the objective alms
pUl'blled .by it~, It may also. be necessary to consider the
context tn which it is (to be) applied or the actual
conduct and behaviour of the parties on the market (l~.

In other words. an examination of the facts underlying
the agreement and the specific circumstances in which it
operates may be required before it can be concluded
whether a particular restriction constitutes a hardcore
restriction of competition. The way In which an
agreement is .11ctually implemented may" reveal a
restriction by object even where the fOIll1a1 agreement
does not contain an express provision to that effec..1.
Evidence of subjective intent on the part of the parties
to- restrict competition Is a relevant factor but not a
necessary condition. For, licence agreements, the
Commission considers that the restrictions covered by
the·. list of hardcore restrictions 'of competition
contained· in Article 4 of the mElt arc restrictive by
theIr very ohject.

15'. Ifan agreement Is n'Ot restrictive of competition by objett
It is necessary to examine whether it has restrictive effects
on compelition. Account must be taken of both actual
and potential effects (16). In other words the agreement
must have likely anti-competitive· effects. For licence
agreemf:nts to be restrictive of competition by effect
they must affect acttlal or potential competition to such .
an extent· that on the relevant market negative effects on
prices. output, innovation or the variety or quality of'

.. goods and services can be expected wt,h a reasonable

degree of probability. The likely negative effects on
et>mpclitlon must be appreciable (I~. Appreciable anti·
competitive effects are lilCely to OGcur when at least one
of the parties has or obtains some degree of market
power and the agreement contributes to the creatiol1,
maintenance or strengthening of that market 'power or
allow., ~~e panl.es to expl.QIt' such. rtl.~~et power. MarJcet
power is the ability to maintain prices above competitive
levels or to maintain output In terms of product
quantities, product qua!ity and variety ,or· ·lnnovatlon
below competitive levels ror a not imignitlcant period
of rime, The degree flf market power normally required
for a flndlng of an Infringement under Article 81(1) 1.
less than the degree of market power required for 11

finding of dominance under Article 82.

16. For the purposes of analysing restrictJons of competition
by effect it Is normaIly necessary to define the relevant
market and to examine and assess, inter alia. the nature of
the products and technologies concerned. the market
pOSition of the parties. the market position of
competitors, the market position of buyel'$, the
existence of potential competitors and the level of eouy
·barrlers. In s.ome cases, however, it may be possible to
show antl-eompetitlve effects directly by analysing rhe
conduct of the parties to the agreement on the market.
Jt may for example be possible to ascertain that au
agreement has ted to price increases.

17. Licence agreements. however. also have substantial
pro-eompetltive potential. Indeed, the vast majority of
licence agreements are pro-eompetitive. Licence
agreements may promote Innovation by .allowing
innovators to. eam returns to cover at least'- part of
their research and development costs. Ucence agreements
al$O lead to a dissemination of technologies. which may
creete value by reducing the production costs of the
licensee or by enabling him .to produce new or
improved products. efficiencies at the level of the
licensee often stem from. a combination of the licensor's
technology with the assets and technologies of the
licensee. Such integration· of complementary assets and
technologies may lead to a cost/output configuration that
would not otherwise be possible. For instance, the combi
nation of nn im'proved technology o( the licensor wJth
more efficlent production or distribution ass~ts of the
licensee, may reduce productIon costs or lead to the
production of a· higher quality product ,Licensing may
also serve the pro-eompetitive purpose of removing
obstacles to the development and exploitation of the
licensee's own technology. in pal1lcular in sectors
where large numbers of patents are prevalent licensing
often occurs in order to create destgn freedom by
removing the risk of Infringement claims by :the
licensor. When· the licensor agrees not. to invoke hIs
Intelteciual property rights to preVent the sate of the
licensee's products. the agreement· removes an obstacle
to the sale of the Iictnsee's product and thus generally
promotes competition.
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24. Moreover, outside the safe harbour of the TIBER it mu.lit
also be taken into account that market share may not
always be a good IndicatIon of the relative strength- of
available ·technologi~. The Commission witl therefore.
inter alia, -also have regard to the number of inde.
pendently controlled technoJogies available in addition
to the te~hnologies controlled by the parties to the
-agreement that ma.y be sub~titutabl~ forthellcensed te(;h~

Dolo,gy at a comparable cost to the user (see paragraph
131 below).

25. Some licence agreements may affect Innovation markets.
In analysing such effects. however. the Commission will

.nonnally confine itself to examining the impact of the
agreement on competition within _existing product and
technology markets(1I). Competition on -'such markets
may be affected by agreements that delay the Intra·
ductlon of Improved produc-t5 or new products that
over time will replace. existing products.· In such cases
innovation Is a source of potential competition which
must be taken Into account when assessing the Impact
of the·· agreement on product markets and technology
markets. In a limited Dumber of cases, however, it may
be useful and necessaty to also define innovation
markets. This is particularly the case where the'
agreement affects Innovation aiming at creating new
products and where it is possible at an early stage to
identify research and develop,nent poles (ZZ). In such
cases it can be analysed whether after the agreement
there will be a sufficient number of competing research
and development poles left for effective competItion· in
innovation to be maintained.

4.. The distinction between;. competitors and non
competitors

26. (0 general, agreements, between competitors pose a
greater risk to competition than agreements between
non.competltors. ,However. competition between under·
takings that use the same technology (intra-technology
competition between licensees) constitutes an Important
co~plement to competition between undertakings that
U$e competing technologies Onter-t~hnology

competition). For instance. intra-technology competition,
may lead to lower prices for the products incorporating
the technology In question, which may no! only. produce
direct· and .Immediate benefits for· consumers of these
products, but also· spur· further competition between
'undertakings. that use competing technologies. In the
context of lieeosing it must also be taken· Into account
that Ilcensees are selling their. own prod..,ct. They are not
te"8eIling a product supplied by another undertaking.
There· may thus be greater· scope for product differ·
entlation and quality·based competition between
licensees than in the~ of vertical agreements. for the
resale ofproduCffl.

27. In order to determine the competItive relationship
between the parties it is necessary to examine whether
the 'panies would have been aelual or potential
competitors In the absence of the agreement If with?ut
the agreement the parties would not have been acn,ral or
potential competitors In any relevant market affected by
the agreement they are deemed to be non-eompetltors.

28. Where the licensor 'and the licensee are botb active on
the same product market or the same technology market
Without one or both·parties infringlng the intellectual

.property rights of the otlrer party. they are actual
competitors on tbe market concerned. Thepanles arc
deemed to be actual competltorson the technology
market If the licensee is already licensing out his tech
nology and the licensor enters the techn9logy market by
granting. a license for a .competing technology to the
licensee,

29•. The parries are considered to be potential competl:ors on
*eproduct market if in the. absence of the agreement
lind without infringing the intellectu~l. propeny rights of
the other party .it .is likely that they would have
undertaken the necessary additional Investment ~o enter
the relevant market In response to a small but permanent
Jncrease in· product prices. In ol'der to constitute a
realistic competitive constraint entry basta be likely to
occur withIn a shoft period. Normally a period of one to
tWO years is appropriate. However, in ,individual cases
longer periods. can be taken .1010 account. The period
of time needed. for un~ertakings already On the market
to adjust their capacities can be used as a yardstick to
determine this period. For Instance, the .. parties arc likely
to be. considered potentlaJ competitors on. the product
market where the licensee. produ~ on..the basis of Its
own technology in one geographic market and starts
prodllclng in. another geographic market on the basis
'of a licensed cmnpetlngtechnology. In such circum·
stances. It Is likely that the licensee would have been
able to enter . the second geographic market on the
basis of. its own technology,. unless .such entry is
precluded by obJecth'e factors. including ,the existenCe
of blocking patents (see paragraph 32 below).

. 30. 'The panles are considered to be potential competitors on
the tecbnolom'· market where they' own subsrltutable
technologies If In the spedflc case the licensee is not
lIcensing his own technology, provided that he would
be likely to do so in the event of a small but
pennanent Increase In technology prices. However~ for
thc.appllcatlonof the TIBER potential competition on
the technology 'market .ls not .111ken into account (see
paragraph 66 below).

I
I
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competition in respect of a substantial part of the
products In question•. The market share thresholds
(Article ). the hard,ore Ii" (Article 4) and the
excluded restrictions {Article 5) set Ollt In t~e TIBER
aim at ensurlng that. only.restrittive agreements that
can reasonably be presumed to (ulm the fout conditions
of Article 81(3) are block exempted.

36.· As set out in section IV below, many licence agreements
faU outside Article 81(1). either because they do not
restrict competition ata1l or because the restridion of
competition is not appreciable {'ll)•. To the extent that
such agreements would anyhow faU within the scope of

, the lTBER. there is no need to determine whether they
are caught by Attlcle 81(1)("),

37; Outside the scope of the block exemption it is relevant to
examine whether in the individual case the agreement is
caught by Article 81(1)· arid .if so whether the conditions
of Article 81(3) are satisfied. There is no presumption
that technology. transfer· agreements falling outside the
block exemption are caugbt by Article 81 (1) or fail to
satisfy tbe ·condltlon, of ArtIcle 81(), In particular. tbe
mere fact that the market shares of the parties exceed the
market share thresholds set out In Article 3 of the TIBER
is not a sufficlentbasfs for finding that the agreement is
caught by Article 81(1). Jndividualassessment of the
likely effects of the agreement is required. It Is only
when .agreements· contain hardcore restrictions of
competitIon that it can nonnally be presumed that they
are prohibited by Article 81.

2. Scope and duration of the Block Exemption Regulation

2. J. Agreements bctween two parties

38. According to· Article 2(1) of the TIBER, the Regulation
covers .technology: transfer agreements 'between two
undertakings'. Technology transfer agreeRlenls between
more than two undertakings 'are not covered by the
TIBER (25). The decls.ive fattor In terms of distingUishing
between agreements between two unde:rtalCings and
multiparty agreements· Is whether the. agreement In
question Is concluded between morc than two under..
taldngs.

39. Agreements concluded by two undertakings faU within
the scope of the TIBER eYen if the agreement stipulates
condillons for more than one level of trade. For instance,
the TIBER applies toa licence agreement concerning not
only the production stage but also the distribution stage,
stipulating the obligations thai the licensee must or may
impose on· rescUers.of the products produced under the
licence ~~'.

40. ,L1c~nce agreements concluded between more than two
undertakings often· give rise to the same Issues as
licence agreements of the same nature concluded
between lWO undertakings. 10 its individual assessment
of licence agreements which are of the same nature as
those covered by the block exemption but which are
concluded between more· than two undertakings, the
Commission will apply' by analogy' the principles· set
out in the TIBER.

2.2. Agreements for the production of contract produtts

4tlt follows from Article 2 that for licence agreements [Q be
covered by the TIBER they·must concern 'the production
of contract products', i.e. products incorporating or
produced with the licensed technology. In other words,
to be covered· by the TIBER the licence must penoft the
licensee to explOit the licensed technology for production
of goods or services (see. recital 7 of the TIBER). The
mER does not cover technology pools. The nodon of
technology pools covers agreements whereby two or
more parties agree to pool their respective technologies
and license them as.a package. The nOllon of technology
pools also cove~ arrangements whereby two or more·
undertakings agree to license a third party and
authorise him to license on the package of technologies.
Technology pools are dealt with in section IV.4 below.

42. The TfBER applies to licence agr.eemcnts for the
production of contract products whereby the licensee is
also pennitted to sublicense the .Jicensed _Iechnology to
third parties provIded, however, that the production of
contract products constilutes thc primary object of the
agreement. Conversely, the TIBER does not apply to
agreements that have sublicensing as their primary
object. However, the Commission will apply by analogy
Ihe principles set out in the ITBER and Ihese guidelines
to such 'master licensing' agreements belWeen licensor
and licensee. Agreements between the licensee and
sub·licensees are covered by the TIBER.

43. The tenn 'contract products' encompasses goods and
services produced with the licensed technology. This is
the case both where the licensed technology Is used In
the production process and where It is incorporated Into
the product itself, In Ihes,t .guidelines Ihe leon 'products
incorporating the licensed technology' covers both
situations. The TfBER applies in all cases where tech
nology is licensed for the purposes of producing 'goods
and services. It is suffiCient in this respect that the
licensor undertakes. not to exercise his intellectual
proper.ty rights against the licensee. Indeed. the· essence
of a pure patent-licence is the tight to operate Inside the
scope of the exclusIve right of the. patent.: II follows that
the TIBER also covers so·catled non-assertion agreements
and settlement agreements whereby the licensor permits
the licensee to· produce within. the scope of the patent.
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49., -The TIBER only applies to agreements that have as their
primal)' object the transfer of technology as defined in
that Regulation as opposed to the purchase of goods and
services or the licensing of other types of intellectual
property. Agreements containing provisions relating to
the purchase and sale of products are only covered by
the TrBER to the extent that those provisions Ao ,not
constitute the primal)' object of .the agreement and are
directly related to the application of the licensed tecit
nolog)'. This Is likely to be the case where the tied
products take the fonn of-equipment or process input
which is spedfically tailored to efficiently explOit the
licensed technology. If. on the o,her hand. the product
is simply another input into the final product, It mUllt be
carefully examined whether the licensed technology
constitutes the primary object of the agreement. For
Instance. in cases where the licensee is already manufac~

turing a final product on the basIs of another technology,
the licence must lead to a significant improvement of the
licensee's production proce.'IS. exceeding the value of the
product purchased from. the licensor. The requirement
that the tied products must be. related to the licensing
of technology implies that the TIBER does not cover the .
purchase of products that have no relation with the
products incorporating· the licensed technology. This Is
for example the case where the tied product Is not
intended to be used with the licensed product, but
relates to an activity on a separate product market.

SO. The TIBER only covers the licensing of other types of
,.. intellectual property such as trademarks and copyrlgnt,

other than software copyright. to the extent that they are
directly related to the explOitation of the licensed tecn~

nology and do not constitute the primary object of the
agreement. This condldon ensures that agreements
covering other types of intellectual property rights are
only block exempted to the extent that these other intel·
lectual property rights serve to enable the licensee to
better exploit the licensed technology. The licensor may
for instance authorise the licensee to use his trademark
on the products Incorporating the licensed technology.
The trademark licence may allow the licensee to better
exploit the licensed technology by allowing consumers to
make an immediate link between the product and the
c1raracteristlcs imputd to it by the licensed ·tcehnology.
An obligation on the licensee to use the licensor's
trademark may also promote the dissemination C!f tech.
nology by allowing the licensor to Identify hImself as the
source of the underlying technology. However, where the
value of the licensed technology to the Jicemee is limited
because Ite already employs an identical or very similar
technoloB}' and the maIn objett of the agreement is the
trademark. the TIBER doea not apply (l~.

51. The IIcenstngof copyright for the purpOse of repro·
duction and distribution of the protected worle. i.e. the
production oCcopies for resale. Is considered to be
similar to technology licensing. Since such licence
agreements .relate to theproductloJl and sale of

products on the basis of an Intellectual property right,
they are considered to be of a similar nature as tech·
oology transfer agreements and nonnally raise
comparable issues. Although the'ITBER does not cover
copyright other than software copyright,' the Commission
will as ageneral rule apply the principles set out in the
mER and these guidelines when asSessing ~uch

licensing of copyright under Article 81.

52. On the other hand, the licensing of righta In
perfonnances· and other rights related to copyright is
considered 10 raise panicular issues and it may not be
warranted to assess such licensing on the basis of the
~rinciples developed In these guidelines. In the case of
the various rights related to performances value Is created
not by the reproduction and sale of copies of a product
but by each individual .perform~nce of the protected
work. Such exploitation can take various foans
including the performance, showing or the renting of
protected material such as. RIms, musis:· or sponing
events. In the application of Artlcle8!" the speclOcitles
of the work and the way in which it is exploited must be
taken into account po).For instance, reSale restrictions

. may give rise to less competition concerns wherea:s
particular concerns may arise where licensors impose
on .their licensees to extend to each of the .licensors
more f~vourab!e conditions obtained by one of them.
The Commission will therefore' not apply the TIBER
and the present gUidel~nes by way of analogy to the
licensing of these other rights.

53. :The ,Commission will also not extend the. principles
developed In the TIBER and these guidelines 10
trademark licensing. Trademark licensing.· often ,·occurs
In the context of distribution and resale of goods and
services and Is generally more akin to distribution
agreements than technology licensing. Where a
trademark licence Is directly related to the use, sale or
resale of goods lind services and does not conslltute the
primary obJect of the agreement, the licence agreement is
covered by Commiaslon Regulation lEG No 2790/1999
·on ,he eppilcatlon of Article 81(l) of the Treaty to
categories of- vertical agreements and concerted
practices (JI).

2.4.·· Duration

54. Subject to the duration of the TIBER. the block
exemption upplles for. as long as the licensed property
right has nQt lapsed, expired or been declared Invalid. 'In
the case of know-how the block exemption applies as
long .as the licensed know·how remains secret, except
where the know·how becomes publicly' known as a
result of action by the licensee, in which case the
exemption shall apply for the duration of the
agreement (cf. Anlcle2 of the TIBER).
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block exempted. comply wIth Regulation 2790(1999. For
Instance. the licensor can oblige the licensee to establish a
system based on exclusive distribution in accordance with
specified rules. However, It follows from Anicle 4(b) of
Regulation .2790{1999 that distributors must be free to
make passive sales imo the territories of other exclusive
distributors.

64.. Furthennore,dlstrlbutors must in principle be free to sell
both actively and passively i11to territories covered by the
di~trlbuUon systems of other licensees· producing chelr
own products 'on the basis of the licensed technology.
This is because for the purposes of Regulation
2790/1999 each licensee is a separate supplier.
However. the' reasons underlying the·block exemption
contained Inthiu Regulation may also apply where the
products Incorporating the ,licensed technology' are soki
by the Ucensees under, a common brand belonging to the
licensor. Whtm the products incorporating the licensed
technology are sold ',under a common brand Identity
there may be the same efficiency reasons for applying
the same types of,. restraJntsbetwecn licensees'
distribution' "systems as within a single vertical
distribution system. ,,' Jnsuch cases the Commission
would be unlikely to challenge restraints where by
analogy the requirements of Reguladon 2790{1999 are
fulfUled. For a common, brand" identity to' exist thL
products must be'sold and marketed, under ,a common
brand, whlch ls predominant, In terms of conveying
quality and other relevant information to the consumer.
It does not suffice that In addition to the licensees' br-ands
the product carries the -licensor's brand, which-Identifies
llim as the source of the licensed technology.

3. The safe harbour ..tabUshed by the Block Exemption
Regulation

65, According to AMicle· 3 of the TIBER the block
exemption of restrictive agreements is subject to market
share thresholds,' confining the scope, of the block
exemption- to agreements that although they may be
restrictive of -competition can generally be presumed to
fulfil the conditions _of Article 81 (3). Outside the safe
harbour created by the market share thresholds individual
llSsessment is required. The fact that market shares exceed
the thresholds does not give rise, to any presumption
either that the agreement Is caught by Article 81(1) or
that the agreement -does not ·fulfil .the conditions of
Artlcle 8.1 (3). In the absence .of llardcore restrictlons,
market analysis is required.

66. The market share threshold to be applied for the purpose
of the safe'harb,our of the lTBE.R depends on whether
the agreement Is conduded, ,between competitors or
non-competltors. Fo~ the purposes,of the TIBER under-
takings are competitors on the relevant technology
market when they license competing technologies.
PotentJal competition on the technology market is not

taken into account for the application .of the" market
share threshold or the hardcore list. Outside the safe
harbour of the TIBER potential competition on the tech
nology market is taken into account but does not. lead to
the application of the. hardcore bst relating to agreements
between competitors (see also paragraph·. 31 above).

fJ?Undertakings are competitors on·tlte, relevant product
market where both undertakings are active ori the same
product and geographic market(s).on which the. products
incorporating the licensed. technology are sold (actual
competitors). They are also considered competitors
where they would be likely. on realistic grounds. to
undertake the necessary additional investments or other
necessary switching costs to enter the televant product
and geographic market(s) within a reasonably short
period of time (Ji) In response to a small .and
permanent increase in relative prices (potential
~mpetitors).

68. It follows from paragrapbs .66 and 6t that two under.
takIngs are .not competitors (or the purposes of the
lTBERwhere the licensor is neither an actual nor a
potential·supplier .of produet5 on the relevant market
and the licensee, ·.,already present on the product
market. is not licensing .Ol1t a competing. technology
even if he owns.a competing technology and produces
.on the basis of that technology•.However.the parties
,become competitors if at a later point tn time the
licensee stansllcensing out his technology or the
licensor becomes an actual or potential supplier of
products on the .relevant market. In that case the
harocore list relevant for agreements between
nonooCompetitors wJ1l continue to apply to the
agreement unless the agreement Is subsequently
amended In any materlsl respect, see Anicle 4(3) of the
TIBER and paragraph 31 above.

69. In the case of agreements between competitors the
- market share' threshold Is 20 % a~ in .the case of
~greements between non<ompetiiors. it is 30 % (cf._
AMIci. 3(1) and (2) of tbe TIBER). Where the under
takings party . to the licensing" agreement are not
competitors' the agr~ment is covered jf the. market
share of neither party exceeds 30 % on the affected
relevant -technology and product markets; 'Where the
undertakings party to the licensing agreement are
competitors the agreement Is covered if the combined
market shares of the parties do not exceed 20 % on the
relevant technology al)d product markets. The market
share thresholds apply both to technology markets and
markets for products incorpoi'ating the licensed tech~

nology. If the applicable market share threshold is
exceeded on an affected relevant market, the block
exemption does not apply to the agreement for that
relevant market. For instance, if the licence agreement
concerns: two separate product markets or two separate
geographic markets, the block exemption may apply to
one of the markets and not to Ihe other.
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Example 2

The situation Is the same as in example I, however
now Band C are operating In different geo,graphlc
markets. It is established that" the total market of
Xeran. an~ Its substitutes .Is worth EUR 100 million

annually In each geog"raphlc'market.

,In this case, Ns market share on the technology
market has to be calculated' for each of the two
geographic markets. In the market where B is active
A's market share depends on the sale of Xeran by B.
As In this example the total market Is assumed to be
EUR 100 million, j,e. half ,he size of the market in
example I, the market share of A Is 0 % in. year 2,
1S% In year 3 and 40 %thereafter. B's market share
is 25 % in year 2. 30 % In year 3 and 40 % thereafter.
In year 2 and 3 both A's and S'smarket share docs
no' exceed the 30 % threshold. The threshold is
however exceeded from year 4 and this means that,
In line with Anlcl, 8(2) of ,he TIBER, after year 6 the
licence agreement between A and Bean no longer
bepefit from the safe harbour but has to be assessed
on an individual basis.

In the market where C is active A's market share
depends on the sale of Xeran by C. A's market
share on the- technology market, based on C's sales
in the previous year, is therefore 0 % in year 2, 10 %
in year 3 and 1S%thereafter. The market share of C
on the product market is the same: 0 % in year 2,
10 % in year 3 and 15 % thereafter. The licence
agreement between· A and C therefore falls within
the safe harbour for the whole. period.

Licensing between competitors

Example 3

Companies A and B are active on the same relevant
product and geographic market for a certain chemical

• product. They also each own·· a parent' on different
'. technologies used to produce,thls product. In year 1

A and B· sign across licence agreement licensing each
other to use their respective technologies. In year I A
and B produce only with their own technology and A
sells EUR 15 million of the product and 8 sells
EUR 20 mUllan of the·· product. From year 2 they
both usc, their 0\Vn8nd the other's technology.
From that year onward A sells EUR 10 million of
the produce produced with Its own technology and '

lEUR 10 million of the product produced with S's
i technology. B sells from year 2 EUR 15 million of
I the product produced wlthhs own technology and
I BUR 10 million of the product produced with A's

I
technology. It is established that the toral 'market of
the product and Its, substitutes Is worth EUR 100
million in each year.

27.4.2004

To assess the licence agreement under th.e. mER, the I
marker shares of A and B have to be calculated both
on the technology market and thepro.ducr market.
Tlte market share of A on the technology market I
depends on the amount of the product sold in the
preceding year that was produced. by bo,h A and B,
with A's technology. In year 2 the market share of A
on the technology market Is therefore J 5 Wi, reflecting
its own production and sales of EUR 15miUion In
year 1. From year 3· A's market share. on the tech:.
nolegy market is 20 %, renecting the EUR20 million
sale of the product produced with A'stechnology and
produced and sold by Aand B(pUR 10 million each).
Similarly, in year 2 B's market share on the tech
nology market is 20 %and theroafiet 25 %,

The market shares of A and Bon the product market
depend on their respective sales oftbe r.roduct In the
previous year, Irrespective of the techno ogy used. The
market share of Aon the product market Is 15% in
year 2 and 2.Q %thereafter. The marke,t~ha,re of B on
the product matket is 20 % In year 2 and 25 %
thereafter.

As the agreement Is between competitors, their
combined market share, both 011 the technology and
on the product market. has to be below the 20 %
market share threshold In order to benefit from the
safe harbour. It is c1earlhatthisis notche case here.
The combIned market share on the technology market
and on the product market is 35 % in year 2. and
45 % thereafter. This, agreement between cbmpelirors
will therefore have to be assessed on an indi\1dual
basis.

4.. Hardcorc restrictions of competition under the Block
Exemption ,Regulation

4.1.'CeneraJ, principles

74. Article 4 of the TIBER contains a list of hardcore
restrictions of competition. The classification of a
restraint as a hard.core restriction of competitIon Is
based on the nature. of the· r¢stricrion .and experience
showing that sucbrestrlctions are almost always anti
competitive. In hne with the case Jaw of the
Community COUItS (l9) such a restriction may result
(rom the clear objective of the agreement or fro~ the
circumstances of the individual case (cf. paragraph 14
above). ' ..
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79. The hardcore., reStriction of competition contained In
Article 4(1)(a)" concerns agreements betWeen competitors
that have. as their object the fIXing of prices' for products
sold to third parties, including the produetslncorporadng
th.e licensed technology. Price fixing between competitors
constitutes a restriction of competition by its very object.
Price fixing can for instance take the form of a -direct
agreement on the exact price to be charged or on a price
list with certain allowed _maximum rebates. It is fmma~

teml whether the agreement concerns fixed, minimum,
maximum or recommended prices. Price"fixing can also
be implemented indirectly by _applying disincentives to
deviate from an agreed' price level,fot example, by
providing that the royalty rate will increase if product
prices are reduced below a certain level. However, an
obligation on the licensee to pay a certain minimum
royalty does not In itself amount to price ('lXing.

80. When.royalties are calculaled on-the basis of individual
product sales, ··the amount of the royalty has a direct
Impact on·the marglnalcost of the product and thus a
direct impact on product prices (40). Competitors can
therefore use cross licensing with reciprocal running
royalties as a means of ccrordinatlng prices on down·
stream"'prodlict markets (41). However, the Commission
will onlY" treat cross licences· with reciprocal running
royalties -as price fIXing where the agreement is devoid
of any pro-competitive purpose and therefore does not
constinuea bona fide Ucenslng arrangement. In such
cases where the agreement does not create any value
and therefore has no· valid business justification, the
arrangement is a sham and amounts to a cartel.

81. The hardcore restriction contained in Article 4(1)(a) also
covers agreements whereby royalties are calculated on the
bash:i of all product sales irrespective of whether the
licensed te<:hnology is being used. Such agreements are
also caught by Article 4(1)(d) according to which the
licensee must not be restricted in his ability to use his
own technology (see paragraph 95 below). In general
such agreements' restrict competitIon since the
agree:mentraises the cost ci using the licensee's own
competing technology and restricts competition that
exi.sted in the absence of rhe agreement (41). this Is so
both In the case of reciprocal and non-reciprocal·
arrangements. .Exceptionally, however, an agreemenE
whereby royalties are calculated on the basis or all
product .sales may fulfil' the conditions of Article 81 (3)
in an iridividualcase where on the basis of objective
factors' It can be concluded that the restriction Is Indis
pensable for pro-competitive licensing to occur. This may
be the case where in the absence oftherestraint IE would

.be Impossible or unduly difficult to calculate and monitor
the royalty payable' by the licensee, for instance because
the licensor's technology .leaves no' visible rrn.ceon the·
tinal.product and practlcablealtemarlve monitoring
methods are unavailable.

82. The hardcore restriction of competition set out in Article
4(1)(b)' concerns reciprocal output restrictions on the
parties. An output' restrictionJs a limlt~tlon on how
much a party may produce and sell. Article 4(1)(b)
does not cover output limitations on the licensee in a
non-reciprocal agreement or outpUt limItations on one of
the licensees in a reciprocal' agreement provided that the
output limitation only concerns products produced with
the Ucen,ed .ethnology. Article 4(1 )(b) thus Identifies as
hanteore restrictions reciprocal output restrictions on the
parties and output restrictions on the licensor in respect
of his own technology.. When competitors agree to
impose reciprocal output limitations, the object and
IikeJy effect· of the agreement is to reduce output In the
marker. The same is true of agreements· that reduce the
inantive of the parties to expand outpu~ for exampl~ by
obliging each other to make payments if a cenain level of
output is exceeded.

83. The .more favourable treatment -of non-reciprocal
quantity limitatiOns is based on the consideration that a
one-,way restriction does not necessarily lead to a lower
output on the market whlle also the risk that the

.agreement is not a bona fide licensing arrangement is
less when the. restriction is non-reciprocal. .When a
licensee Is. willing to accept a one..way restrlcdon. It is
likely that .the agreement leads to a real Integration of
complementary technologies or an effidency enhancing
integration of the IicensQr's superior technology with the
licensee's productive assets. In a reciprocal' agreement an
output restriction on' one of the licensees is likely to
refieet the blgher -value of the technology licensed by
one of the parties and may serve to promote
pro-competitive licensing.

84. The hardcore restriction of competition set out in Article
4(1)(c) concerns the allocation of markets and customers.
Agreements whereby competitors share markets and
customers have as their object the restriction of
competition. It .Is a hardcore restriction where
competitors In a reciprocal agreement agree nQt to
'produce in .. certain territories or not to sell actively
and/or passively Into certain territories or to certain
customers reserved for the other party.

85. Article 4(1)(c) applies irrespeetiveof whether the licensee
remains free [0 use his own technology. Once the
licensee. has tooled up to use the licensor's technology
to produce a given product, it may be costly to maintain
a separate production line using another technology in
order' to serve customers covered by the re.nrictions.
Moreover, given tile anti-competitive potentlal- of the
restraint the licensee may -have little Incentive to
produce under his own technology. Such restrictions·
are aloSo highly unlikely" to be indispensable for
pro-eompetltlve licensing to occur.·
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93- Finally, Article 4(1)(c)(vli) excludes from the hardcore list
an obligation on the ·licensee In a non~rcdprocal

agreement to produce the contract products only for a
particular customer with a view to creating an altematlve
source of supply for that cuStomer. It is thus a condition
for the application of Article 4(1)(c)(viij that tbe Iicenceb
limited ~o creat!ngan alteJ:l1a~'{lt~()urcl!of .supply (or that ,_
particular customer. It Is not a condldon. however, that
only one such licence is granted. Article .4(1)(c){vii) also
coverssiniations where more than one· undertaking. Is
licensed to supply the same specified customer. The
potential of such agreements to share markets is limited
where the licence is granted. only for the purpose of
supplying a particular customer. In particular, In such
clrcumstances it cannot be assumed that the agreement
witt cause the llcensec to cease exploIting' his own tech
nology.

94. The .ha,rdcore restrIction of competition set out in Article
4(1)(d)' cOYers firstly restrictions 011 any of the parties'
ability to carry- out research and development. Both
parties must, be free to carry out independent research
and development. ,This rule applies irrespective of
whether therestrlctlon applies to'a Aeld covered by the
licence or 10 other fields. However. the mere fact that the
parties, agree to provide each" other with future
improvements of their respective technologies does not
amount to a restriction on independent research and
development. The effect on competition of such
agreements· must be ass'essed in light of the circumstances
of the Individual case. Article 4(1)(d) also does nor extend
to restrictions on a party to any out research and devel
opment with, third, patties. 'where such restriction Is
necessary to protect the· licensor's know·how against
disclosure. In order to be covered by the exception. the
restrictions imposed to protect the licensor's know-how
against disclosure must be necesSary and proportionate 10
ensure sqch protection. For instance. where the
agreement designates, particular employees of the
,licensee to be traitted in and responslble for the use of
the licensed know-how, it may be sufficient ~o oblige the
licensee not to allow those employees to be involved in
research and development with third parties. Other
safeguards may be cqllally appropriate.

95. According to Article 4(l){d) the licensee must also be
unrestricted In the us~ of his own competing technology
prOVided that in so doing he does not make use of the
technology licensed .from the licensor. In relation to his
own technology the, licensee must nOI be subject to limi
tations in terms of where he produces or sells, how much
he produces or sells and at what price he sells. He must
.also not be obliged to pay royalties on products produced
on the basis of his own technology (cf. paragraph 81
above). Moreover, the lIcenseemuSl not be,restricted in
licensing his own technology to third parties. When

restrictions are Imposed on the licensee's use of his
own technology or to carry out research and devel~

opment, the competitiveness of the licensee's technology
is reduced. The effect of this is to reduce competition on
existing product and technology markets and to reduce
the licensee's Incentive to invest in the development and

, improye:.menLof.histechnology.

4.3. Agreements between non-competitors

96. ArtIcle 4(2) Ibts the hardenre restrictions for licensing
betw.een' non-competitors. According to this provision,
the mER does not cover agreements' which; directly
l)r Indirectly, In, isolation, or in combination wit.h ot.her
lactorsunder the' control of the parties, have as their
object:

(a) me restriction of. a party's ability to determine it.s
prices when selling productst.o third panles,
without 'prejudice to the possibility ,to Impose a
maximum sale price or recommend a sale price,
provided ,that. it, does, not amount 'to a fixed or
minimum sale price asa result of pressure from. or
Incenttves offered by, any of the parties;

(b) the restriction of the territ.ory into which~ or of the
customers to whom. the"'licensee may passively sen

: ,,'tbe contract products, except:

(ij the restriction of passive sales into an exclusive
terrlt0lY or to an exclusive cust.omer group
reserved for the licensor:

(ll), the restriction of passive sales, into an exclusive
territory or to an exclusive customer group
allocated by the licensor to another licensee
during the first two years that this other
llcens.ee is, sclUng the contract products in that
territory or to th~lcustomef grpup:

om t.he obligation t.o produce the contract products
only for its own use prOVided that the licen.see is
not restricted In selling the contract products
actively .andpassive1y as spare pans for its own
prodticts;

(iv) the obligation to produce the contract produet5
, only for a partIcular customer, where the licence

was granted in order to create 'an ahemative
source of supply, for that customer;
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~Ol. Restrictions on passive sales by licensees into an exclusive
territory or customer group allocated to another licensee
are block exempted for two years calculated from the
date on which the protected licensee first markets the
products Incorporating the licensed technology inside
his exclusive territory or to his exclusive customer
group (dAniele 4(2)(b)f!1)). Licensees often have .to
'commit substantial investments.ln production assets
a~ promotfonal activities in' order to start up and
develop a new territory. The risks facing the new
licensee arc therefore likely to be substantial, in particular
since promotional e;xpenses and Investment In assets
reqUired to produce on the basis. of a .particular tech·
nelegy are often sunk. i.e. they cannot be. recovered If
the licensee exits the market. In such circumstances, It Is
often the casco that licensees would not enter into the
licence agreement without 'protectioll for a tertaln
p'eriod of time against (active and) passive sates Into
their terrkol)'by other licensees, Restrictions on passive
sales into the exclusive terriEory of a licensee by other
licensees therefore often fall outside Article 81(1) for a
period of up to two years from the date on which the
product incorporating tne licensed technology was first
put on the market in the exclusive teoitol)' by the
licensee in question. However, to the extent that in indi
vidual cases such resbictions afC caught by Article 81(1)
they are block exempted. After the expiry of this
two-year period restrictions on passive sales between
licensees constitute hardcore restrictions. Such
restrictions are generally caught by Article. 81(1) and
are unlikely to fuWI the conditions of Article 81(3)~ In
particular, passive sales ~estricttons are unlikely to be
indispensable for the attainment of effidencies ("6).

102. MIele 4(2)(bWIQ brings under tbe block exemption a
restriction whereby the licensee is obliged 10 produce
products Incorporating the licensed technology only for
his own (captive) use, Where the contract product is a
component the licensee can thus be obliged to use that
product only for incorporation into his own products
and can be obliged not to selt the product to other
producers. The licensee must however be able to
actively and passively scll tbe products as spare parts
for his own products and must thus be able to supply
third parties that perfonn after sale services OR these
products. Captive use restrictions are also dealt with in
section IV.2.5 below.

103. As in the case of agreements betwe-en competitors (cf.
paragraph 93 above) the block exemption also applies·
to agreements whereby the licensee Is obliged to
produce the ,contract products only for a particular
customer in order to provide that customer·with an alter
native source of supply (cr. Article 4(2)(b)Ov)). In the case
of agreements between non·competltors. such restritlions
are unlikely to be <aught by Article 81(1).

1P4. Anide 4(2)(b)(v) brings UI1de' the block exemption an
obligation on the licensee not to sell to end users and
thus only to sell. to retailers. Such ·an obligation allows
the licensor to assign the wholesale distribution function
to the licensee and normally falb outside Anicle
81(1) (.ry.

!Oi. Finally ArtIcle 4(2)(b)(VQ brings .under lbe block
exemption a restriction on the .licensee not to sell to
unauthorised distributors.. This exception allows the
1iceosoe to Impose. on the licensees an obligadon to
fonnpart of a selective di&trlbution system. In that
case, however. Ihe licensees must according to Article
4(2)(c) be pel11ll11ed to sell both ac,lvcly and passively
to end users, without prejudice to the possibility to
restrict Ihe licensee to a wholesale function as foreseen
In ArtIele 4(2)(b)(v) (cf. the previous paragraph).

106. It is 'ecalled (cf. paragraph 39 above) that the block
exemption covers licence agreements whereby the
licensor I.rnposes obligations whichthellcensee: must or
may Impose on his buyers,lndudingdistributors.
However. these obligations must .comply with the
competition rules applicable to supply and·distribution
agreements. Since EheTI'BER Is limited. to agreements
between two· panies the agreements concluded between
the licensee and his buyersimplementtng such obit..
gatlons are not covered,byth~ TIBER. Such agreements
are only block exempted when they comply with Regu~

Iallon 2790/1999 (cr. seCllon 25.2 above).

S.Excluded restrictions

107. Article 5 of Ihe TIBER lists four types ohestrletlons that
arc not block exempted and which thus require Indi
vidual assessment of their anti-competilive and
pro-competltlve effects. It. follows from A'rtlde 5 that
the Inclusion Ina licence agreement of. any of the
restrictions contained" In. these provisions does not
prevent the application of the block exemption to the
rest of the agreement. It is only the individual restriction
in. question that. is nOI, block. exempted, implying thilt
individual assessmentlsrequlred. Accordingly, the role
of severability applies to the,resmctions set out in
Article 5. .

108. Article S(I) provides tbat the block exemption shalt not
apply to the followIng three obligations:.

(a) Any direct of indirect obligation on the licensee to
. grant an e.'tc!uslve licence to the licensor or to a third

party designated by the licensor in respect of its own
severable. Improvements to or its new applications of
the licensed technology.
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prevented from using It or are only able to use It against
payment of royalties (48), In such cases the conditions of
Article 81(3) are unlikely to be full1l1ed (49). However, the
Commission takes. a favourable view of non..challenge
clauses relating to know-how. where ·once disclosed it is
likely to be impossible. or"· very dlftlcult to recover the
I1~~se(~n.<?\V~~~\V. Jr} suc.1J,cases, an obligationcmthe ,
licensee not ,to challenge ,the, licensed know~how

promotes dissemination of new teohnology. In particular
by allowing weaker licensors to license stronger licensees
without fear of a challenge once the know-how has been
absorbed, by the licensee.

113. The TIBER covers the possibility for the licensor to
tenninate the licence agreement ,in the event of a
challenge or me licensed technology. Accordingly. me
.1Ice~rls not forced. to continue dealing with a
licensee that challenges the -very subject matter of the
licence' agreement, implying that upon ·tennlnatlon any
further use by the licensee-or the challenged technology
is at the challenger's own risk. Antde S(l)(c} ensures,
however, that the TIBER does not cover contractual obU·
gatlons oblfging the licensee not to challenge the licensed
technology, wllic:h would permit the licensor to sue the
licensee for' breach of contract and thereby create a
further disincentive for the licensee to .challenge the
validity of the licensor's technology. The provision
thereby ensures that the licensee is in the same
position as third parties.

1~ 4. Article 5(2) excludes from the scope of the block
exemption. In the case of agreements between
non-e:ompetitors" any direct or indirect obligation
limiting the Ilcensee's ability to exploit. his own tech
nology or. limiting th~ ability of. the parties to the
agreement to eany out. research and development,
unless such Illtterrestrictlon is Indispensable to prevent
the disclosure of licensed know-how to. third parties. The
content of this condition is the same as that of Article
4(l){d) of the hardcore list .concerning agreements
between competitors, which is dealt with in paragraphs
94 and 95 above. However, In the case of agreements
between non-eompetltors it cannot be considered that
such restrictions' generally have negative effects on
competition or that the conditions of ArtlcleS1(3) are
generally not satisfied (sCI). Jndlvidual assessment is
required.

liS., In the case of agreements· between non-eompetitors, the
licensee nonnally does not own a competing technology.

However. there maybe cases where for the purposes of
the block exemprlon the parties are'· cODsldered
non-competitors In spite of the fact that the licensee
does own a competing technology. This Is the c....se
where the licensee owns a technology but does not
license it and the licensor is not an. actual or potential

H':'~~PP~~ em th~, P.flJ~'::Ift,1Jla.t~~t~,f9! ~~~ p~rposesof the
block exemption the parties arc In. such circumstances
neither. competitors on .. the technology market nor
competitors on th,e product market Pi). In such cases it
Is Important to ensure that the licensee is not restricted
in his abiJIty to exploit his own technology and further
develop .It. This. technology. constitutes a competitive
constraint ·in. the market, which' should be preserved. in
such a situation restrictions on' the licensee's use of his
own technology or on research and development. are
normally considered to be restrictive of competition
and not to .satiSfy the conditions' of Anlcle 81(3). For
Instance, an obligation on the licensee to pay royalties
not only on ,the basis of produCts' it produces with the
licensed' technology but also on the basis. of products it
produces wlm Its own technology will generally limit the
ability of the licensee. to exploit its own technology and
thus be excluded from the scope of the block: exemption.

116. In cases where the licensee does not own a competing
technology or is not already developing such a tech·
nology. a restrictIon on the ablilty. of the parties to
carry out independent. research' and development may
be restrictive 0(. competition· where only a few tech·
nologles are available. In that case the panies may be
an Important (pot-entlal) source of Innovadon in the
market. This is paniculariy so where the parties possess
the necessary assets and skills' to carry out further
research and development. In that case the conditions
or Article 81(3) are unlikely to be rulfilled. In other
cases where seVeral .technologies are avalfable and
where the parties do not possess special assets or skills,
the restriction on research and development Is likely to
ei,her rail outside Article 8111) ror lack or an appn:ciable
restrictive erfect .or satisfy.the conditions of Article 81(3).
The .restraint may promote the dissemination of new
technology by assuring the licensor that. the licence
does not create a new. competitor and by Induclng the
licensee to focus on the exploitation and development of
the licensed technology. Moreover, Article SI(1) only
applies where the agreement reduces the UceJ1$ee's
Incentive to improve and explOit his own. technology.
This Is for in101ance not likely to be the case where the'
licensor is entitled to tenninate the licence· agreement
once the licensee commences to produce on the basis
of his own competing technology. Such a right does
not reduce ahe Jlcensee's Incentive to Innovate, since
the agreement can onty be terminated when a
commercially viable technology has been developed and
products produced on ·ahe b.aslsthereof are ready to be
put. on' the market. (
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124. Whereas withdrawal of the benefi' of 'he TIBER by the
Commission under Artlcle 6 implIes the adoption of a
decision under Anicles 7 or 9 of Regulation 1/2003, the
effect of a Commission disapplicatioD regulation under
Article 7 of the TIBER Is merely to remove, In respect
of the restraints and the markets concerned. the benefit
oftbeiTBER and to ~estore the (ull appll~tlon.of Article

.81(1) and (3). Following lbe adopUon of a regulation
dec:larlng the mERinllpplicable for i1 particular
market In respect of agreerncnrs. comalnlng cenaln
restraints, the criteria developed by the relevant case
law of the Community Courts and by notices arid
previous decisions adopted by the Commission will give
guidance on the application of Article 81 -to Jndividual

.agreemet1ts. Where appropriate, the Commission will
take a decision in an individual case, which can
provide guidance to all the undertakings operating on
the market concerned.

125. ··For the purpose of calculating the 50 %market coverage
ratio, account must be taken of each Individual network
of licence agreements containIng restraints, or combi
nations of restraints, producing sfmilar effects on the
market.

126. Artkle 7 does not entail an obligation on the part of the
Commission to act where the 50 % market<ovcrage ratio
is exceeded. In· general. dlsapplication Is appropriate
when it Is likely that access to the relevant market or
competition therein isappredably restricted. In asseSsing
the need.to apply Article 7, the Commission will consider
whether individual withdrawal would be a more appro
priateremedy. This may depend, In particular. on the
number of competing undertakings contributing to a
cumulative effect on a market or the number of
arrected geographtc markets Within the Community.

127. Any regulation adopted under Article 7 must clearly set
out Its scope. This means, nrst, that the Commission
must deJ'ine the relevant product· and geographic
market(s) and. secondly, that II mus' Iden,lfy the type
of licensing restraint in respect of which the TIBER
will no longer apply. As regards the latter aspect, the
Commission may modulate the scope of Its regulation
according to the competition conc~m which it intends
to address. For instance, while aU· parallel networks of

. non..compete arrangements will be taken Into account
for ,the purpose of estabUshing the SO % market
coveroge· ratio, the Commission may nevertheless
restrict the scope of the·disapplicatlon regulation only
to non~compete obligatIons·· exceeding a certain
duration. Thus, ag~ments of a shorter duration or of
a less restrictive nature might be left· unaffected. due to
the lesser degree of foreclosure attributable to such
restraints. Where appropriate. the Commission may also
provide guidance by specifying· the market share level
v.1tich, in· the specific market context. may be regarded
as insufficient to bring about a significant contribution by
an Individual undertaking to the cumulative effect. In

general, when the market share of the products Incor
porating a technology licensed by an individual licensor
does not exceed· 5 %, the agreement or network of
agreements coverlng that technology Is not considered
to contribute significantly to a cumulative foreclosure
efree' e~.

128. The ttansltionalperiOd of not less than six months that
the Commission will have t-o set under Anlcle 7(2}
should anow the undertakings concerned to adapt their
agreements to take account of the regultltion disapplying
'he TIBER.

129. A regulation disapplying the' TIBER will not affect the
block exempted status of the. agreements concerned for
'h' period preceding ilS en,ry Into force.

IV. APPlICATION OF ARTICLE 81(1) ANO 81(3) OUTSIDE THE
SCOrE OF THE BLOCK EXEMPTION REGUlATION

. 1. The general framework f-or analysis

130. Agreements that fall outside the block exemption, for
example because the .market share thresholds are
exceeded or the agreement involves more than t\Yo
parties, are subject to Indlvldual assessment.. Agreements
that either do not restrict competition within the
meaning of Article 81{l) or which (uiAi the conditions
of Article 81(l) are valid and enfor<:eable. It b recalled
that there is no presumption of illegality of ag~ements
that fall outside the scope· of 'the bJock exemptlOI)
provided that they do not contain hardcore restrictions
of competition. In parti~1Jlar. there is no presumption
that Article 81(1) applies merely because the market
share thresholds are exceeded. IndiVidual assessment
based on the principles dC$cribed in these guidelines is
required.

131. In order to promolepredlclability beyond 'he application
or the TrBERil.nd to.connne detailed analysis to· cases
that are likely to present real competition concerns, the
Commission takes the view that outside the area of
hardtore restrictions Article ·81 .Is unlikely to be
Infringed where there are fOUf or more Independently
controlled technologies in addition to the technologies
controlled by the panles to the agreement that may be
sulntituta~le for the. licensed technology at a comparable
cost to the user. In assessing whether the technologies are
sufficiently substitutable· the relatl'\I"e commercial $lrength
of the ttchnologies In question must be taken into
account. The competitive constraint imposed by a tech·
nology is limited Ifit does not cons[~tute a commercially
viable altemative to the· licensed technology.·For instance,
if due co network effects in the market conSumers have a
strong preference for products incorporating· the licensed
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138. Entry barriers are measured by the extent to which
Incumbent companIes can Increase th>elr price above
the competitive Jevel without attracting·· new entry. rn
the absence of entry barriers, easy and quick eDtry
would render pdcelncreases unprofitable. When
effective entry. preventing or eroding the exercise of
market power; Is likely to occur within one or two
years. entry barriers can, as a general rule. be said to
be low. EDtl}'- barriers may result from a wide:variety
of· factors sucb Meconomles of scale and scope.
government regulatIons, especially .where they establish
exclusive rights,· state aid, import tariffs, intellectual
property rights,· ownership of resources where the
supply jslimited due·to for instance natural limitations.
.essential facilities, a -. -first mover advantage or brand
loyalty of consumers created by strong advertising over
'a period of time. Res~etiveagreements entered into by
undertakings may also work, 'aSM entty barrier by
making .access more ,difficult-and -foreclosing (potential)
competitors. Entry harriers may be present at all stages of
the research and development, production and
distribution process. The -- question whether certain of
these factors _should be described as entry barriers
depends pantadarly on whether they entaUsunk costs.
Sunk COSts are most, costs which have to be incurred to
enter or be activeona market but which are lost when
the market Is exited. The more COStS are sunk. the more
potential entrants have to weigh the risks of entering the
market and the more credibly Incumbents cail threaten
that they will match new competition, as sunk costs
make it costly for incumbents to leave the market. In
geneml, entry requires sunk cpsts, -sometimes minor
and sometimes major. Therefore, actual competition is·
in general more etrective and wiJl weigh _more henvUy
in, the assessment ofa case than potential competition.

139. A mature market is a market that has existed for some
rime, where the techl\P'logy used Is well known and wide·
spread and -not changing very much and in which
demand Is relatively.· stable or declining. In such a
market restrictions ofcompetitfon are more likely to
havenegativeeffect~ than in more dynamic markets.

140.. In 'the assessment of particular restraints other factors
may have to be taken into account. Such factors
iridudecumulatIve effects, i.e. the coverage of the
market by similar agreementS. the duratlon of the
agreements. the regulatory environment and behaviour
that may, indicate or facilitate 'collusion like price
leadership, pre.announced price changes and discussions
c;>n the 'right' price. price rigidity in response to excess
capacity, price discrimination and past collusive
behaviour.

1.2. Negative·effcCfsof restrictive licence agreements

"141., The negative effects on competition on the market tha.t
may result ftom restrictive technology transfer
agreel11ents indude. the following: .

1•.·reduction of inter--technology. competition between
the companies· operating on a technology market or
on a, market for. products incorporoting the tech~

nologies In question, including facilitation of
collusion,· bot~ expliCit and tacit;

2. foreclosure of competitors by ratSJDg their cost'i,
restrictlngtheir access to .. esse:ntial Inputs or
otherwise raising barriers to entry; and

3•. reduction of intra.tei:hnology- competition between
undertakings that produce prodUC!1i 00 the basis of
the same technology:

142. Technology traosfer agreements may reduce Jntec.tech~

nology .. competition, .I.e. . competition between under·
takings that license or produce on the basis of
substitutable, technologles.Thlsfs. particularly so where
reciprocal obligations are Imposed. ·For ·instance, where
competitors trans(er competing, technologies to each
other·--and Impose· a recIprocal obligation to provide
each other with future improvements. of their respective
technologies and· where this· agreement prevents either
competitor from gaining a technological ·Iead over the
other. competition in Innovation between the parties is
restrlt1ed· (see also paragraph. 208 below).

143•. Licensing between competitors may also facilitate
collusion. The risk" of collusion is particularly high in
concentrated markets. Collusion requires that the under.
takings -concemed have similar vJews on what Is'in their
common h1terest and on how the·co-ordination mech~

anisms function. For collusion to work the undertakings
must also be able to" monitor each other's market
behaviour and. there must be adequate deterrenlS to
ensure that there is an Incentive not to depart from the
common polley on the market, while entrybaniers must
he high enough to limit entry or expansion by outsiders.
Agreements can facilitate collusion by Increasing trans·
parency In the market. by controDlng certain behaviour
and by raising barriers to entry. Collusion can also excep
tionally be facilitated by licensing agfCements that lead to
a high degree of commonality of· costs, .because under·
takings that have similar costs are more likely to have
similar vIews on the terms of coordination (SS).
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would be signiRcandy less efficient. If the application of
what appears to be acommerclally realistic and less
restrictive altemativ~ woul~ lead to a significant loss of
efficiencies, the restriction In question istrtated as iodis·
pensapJe. In some cases, -it may also be necessary to
examine whether the-agreement as such is. indispensable

_~,o~~ll.ieye tb~.~fR~I~~I.e:J.~"Tbls mayfor,tMrnple be so in.,."
the case of technology p,ools that include complementary
but non..essential technologies (59), in which, case It must
be examined to what, extent such inclusion gives rise to
particular efficiencies or whether, without a significant
loss of efficiencies, the pool could be IJmltedto tech
nologies for which there are no substitutes. In the case
of simple licensing between two parties it is generally not
necessary to go beyond an examination of the; indispen
sability of individual restraints. Normally there Is 110 less
restrictive alternative to. the licence. agreement as such.

150; The condition that consumers must receive a fair share of
'the benefits implies that consumers of the products
produced under the licence must at least be compensated
(or the negative effects of the agreement (60). This means
that the effielency gales must fully off-set the likely
negative impact on prices, output and -other relevant
factors caused by the agreement. They may do so by
changing the cOSt structure of the undertakings
concerned. giving them an incentive to reduce price,. or

;, '-by allowing consumers to gain access to new or
tmprovedproduc1S. compensating for any likely price
increase (61).

Hl.The last condition of Article 81(3). according to which
the agreement must not afford the partl~ the possibility
ofeliminating competition In respect ofa substantial part
of the products concerned. presupposes an analysis of
reml1ining competitive pressures on the market _and the
Impact of the agreement on such sources of competition.
In the application of the last condition of Article 81(3)
the relationship between Article 8l(3} and Article 82
must be taken Into account. According to ~etded case
law, the application of Article 81 (3) cannot prevent the
application of Anicle 82 of the Treaty (6'2). Moreover,
since Articles 81 and.82 both pursue the aim of main
taining effective competition on the market. consistency
requires that Anlcle 81(3) be Interpreted as precluding
any app1ication of the exception rule to restrictive
agreements Ihat constitute an abuse of a dominant
position (61).

152. The fact that the agreement' substantially reduces one
dimension of competition does not necessarily mean
that·· competition is eliminated· within the meanJng of
Article 81(3). A technology r.oOl. for Jnstance, ean
result in an industry standard•. eading to a situation in
which there is little competition in terms· of the tech
nological format. Once the. maln.playersln the market
adopt a certain (ormat, network effects may make it very
difficult for alternative formats to survive. This does not

Imply, however. ,that the creation of a de facto industry
standard .always eliminates competition within the
meaning of the last condklon of ArtIcle -SI(l). Within
the standard, suppliers may compete on price, qualitY
and product features. However, In order Cor the
agreement to comply with Article 81(3), it must be

..et)S,lJl'(:4.. ,tAilt, the '..:agr.~meflt 4Q~,. ,119:L ulJ~ltly·restrict
competition and does' not' unduly restrict' future' Jnno
vatlon.

2. The application of Article SI to various types of
licensing restraints

IH. This section deals with various types of restraints that are
commonly Includ,ed in licence agreements. Given their
prevalence it Is uSeful to provldeguJdailce as to how.
they' are assessed outside the. safe harbour of the
TIBER. Restraints that have alreadybeen'dea1t with in
the preceding parts of these.' guidelines, In partIcular
sections m.4 and m.5. are only dealt with briefly in the
present section.

154. This section covers both agreements between
Ilon-eompetltors and agreements between' competitors:
In respect of the. latter a dlstinalon Is made - where
appropriate ,- between reciprocal and non-reciprocal
agreements.·· No such distlnct-ion is required In the case
of agreements between non-competitors. When under
takings are neither actual nor pOlentlal competitors, on
a relevant technology market or on a market for products
Incorporating .the licensed technology. a .reciprocal
licence 'is for aU· practical.purposes·· no different (rom
two.' separate' licences. Arrangements whereby the
parties assemble a technology package. which is then
licensed ··.to third parties. are technology pools, which
are dealt with In section· 4 below.

155. This. section does not deal with obligations in Iicem:e'
agreements that are. generally not restrictive' of

-competition within the meanIng of Article SI(I). These
obligations include but are not limited to:

(a) ... confidentialityobligatlons:

(b)' obligations on licensees not to su~-license:

(c) obligations not to use the license~,technology after
the exphy of the agreement,. proVided that the
licensed technology remains valid and in force;

{d).obUgations to assist. the licensor· in .enforclng the
licensed inteliectual property rights:
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163. Reciprocal. exclusive licensing between competitors falls
under Anlde '4(I)(c). which Idendfles market ,haring
between competitors as a hatdcore restriction. Reciprocal
sole licensing between competitors Is block exempted up
to. the market share threshold. of 20 %. Under lSuch an
agreement the parties mutually commit not to license
"'-heIr _cQlT1peting _t~chnologl~. _to _,thlr<:l. parties. In_cases
where the parties have a significant degree of market
power such agreements _may facilitate collusion by
ensuring that the parties are the only_.sources of output
in the _market based on the licensed technologies.

164. Non.;reciprocal exclusive licensing between competitors'is
block exempted up to the market share threshold of
20 %. Above the market share threshold It is necessary
to analyse what are the likely anti-c.ompetitive efi'ects of
such exclusive licensing. Where the exclusive licence is
world-wide it Implies that the Iie,ensor leaves the market.
In cases where exclusivity is .. Ilmited to a particular
territory such as a Member State the agreement implies
that .the licensor abstains .. from produ(;ing goods and
sernces inside the tenitory in question. In the context
9f ArtIcle 8\(\) It must In panlcular he ...",ed what ~
the competitive signiGcance ofthelicensor. If the licensor
has a limited market position on the product market or
lacks the capacity to· effectively exploit the· technology in
the licensee's territory, the agreement is unlikely to be
caught hy Article 81(1), A ,peclal CMe I' where the
licensor and the Ucenseeonly compete on the technology
,market and the licensor, for hl,~tance being a research
Institute or ,a small' research .. based :undenaklng, Jacks
the prodlJctIon and distribution assets to effectiyely
bring to market products incorporadrig the licensed tech~

nology. In stich cases Article 81(1) is unllkely to be
Infringed.

165. exclusive licensing between non.c;ompetitors - to the
extent that It is caught hy Aclde 81(\)("') - I' likely
to fulfil the conditions of Anlde 81(3). The right tn grant
an exclusive licence is generally necessary in order to
Induce the licensee to invest In the licensed technology
and to bring the products to market in a timely manner.
This is In .partlcular the case where the licensee must
make w'ie investments In further developJng the
licensed technology. To Intervene ~galnst the exclusivity
once the licensee has made a commercial success of the
licensed technology would deprive the .lIcensee of the
fruitS of his success and would be detrimental to
comp~tition, the dissemination of technology and InDO-- .
vatian. The Commission will thererore· only exceptionally
Intervene .against exclusive licensing in· agreements
between non·competitors. irrespective· of the territorial
scope of the licence.

166. The main situatIon In which Intervention may be
warranted· is where. a dominant licensee obtains an
exclusive licence to one or more competing technologies.
Such agreements are likely to be caught by Miele 81(\)
;3nd unlikely to fulfil the conditions ofArtIde 81(3}. It i$

a conditIon. however that entry. into the technology
market Is difficult and the licensed technology constitutes
a real source of. competldon on the market In such
circumstances an exclusive licence may foreclOse third
party licensees and allow.· the licensee to preserve his
market power.

167. Arrangements whereby two or more parties cross licence
each other and undertake not to licence. third parties give
rise to particular concerns when the package of tech
nologies resuldng fr0!'!1 the cross licences aeates a' de
facto Industry .standai'd to which third parties must
have access in order to compete effectively on the
market. In such cases ,the agreement creates a closed
standard reserved for the parties. The Commilision will
assess such arrangements according to the same prin
dples as those arplled to technology pools (see section
4 below). It wil normally be required that the tech·
nologles which support such a standard be licensed to
third parties on fafr,· reasonable and non-discrlmlnatory
tenns (6S). Where the parties to the arrangement compete
with -third parties on an· existing product market and the
arrangement relates to that product market 11 closed
standard Is .. llkely to. havesubstandal.cxdusJonary
effects. This negative Impact on competition can -only
be avoided by licensing also to third parties.

2.2.2. Sales. rp!ri~ions

168.';:Also as regards sales restrictions there is an important
distinction to be made·· between licensing between
competitors and between'non-eompetitors.

169.' Restrletlons· on acUve and passive sales by one or both
parties In a reciprocal agreement between competitors
are hardcCire restrictions of competition under Ankle
4(I)(c}. Sales restrictions on either pany In a redprocal
'agreement between competitors are caught by Article
81 (1) and are unlikely tn fulm the condldon, of Anlele
81(3).· Such m.trictions are generally consldered'·market
sharing, since they prevent the affected party from selling
actively and passively fnto territories and to customer
groups which he actually served or could reaUsdcally
have served in the absence of the agreement.

170. In the case of non-reciprocal agreements betwetn
competitors the block exemption applies to restrictions
on active and passive sales by the l1~ensee or the licensor
into the exclusive territory or to the excluSive tustomer
group reserved for the other pan)" (cr. Artlde 4(1)(cWv).
Above the market share threshold of 20 % sales
re$trletlons between Jicensor and licensee are aught by
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that case the effect of the output limitation Is limited
even in markets where demand Is growing. In the
application of Article 81(3) it must also be taken into
account that such restrictions may be necessary In order
to Induce the .licensor to .disseminate his technology as
widely as possible. For "instance, a licensor may be
reluctant to license his competitors if he. cannot limit

~the Utence' to a particular p~uction . site· with a
specific capacity (a site licence). Where the licence
agreement leads to a real integration of complementary
assets, output restrictions on the licensee may therefore
fulfil the conditions of Article 81(3). However. this b
unlikely to be the case where the parties have substantial
market power.

176. Output restrictions In licence agreements between
non-eompetitors are block exempted up to the market
shar:e threshold of 30%. The main anti-eompetltive risk
flowing from output restrictions on licensees in
agreements between non-competitors is reduced· intra
technology competition 'between licensees. The
signIficance of such antl-competitive effects depends on
the mar~et position of the licensor and the lIcensees an4
the extent to which the output limItation prevents the
licensee from satisfying demand for the products incor
porating the licensed technology.

When output restrictions are combined with exclusive
territories or eXclusive· customer groups. the restrictive
effects are Increased. The combinatloh.of the two types
of restraints makes it more. likely that the agreement
serves to partition markets.

178•. 0utput limitations imposed 'on the licensee In agreements
between non-eompetltors may also have pro-competitive
effects by promoting the disilemlnation of technology..A$
a,supplier of technology, the· Jicensor should nonnally be
free:to deter-mine the output produced with the licensed
technology by the licensee. ·If the licensor were not free
to determine, the output of the licensee, a number of' '.
licence agreements might not come into existence in
the first place. which would have a negative impact on
the dissemination of new technology. This Is particularly
likely to be the case where the licensor Is also a producer,
since in that. case the. output of the licensees may find
their way back Into the licensor's main area of operation
and thus have a direct impact on these activities. On the
other hand, it is less likely that output restrictions ar~

necessary In order to ensure dissemination of the
licensor's technology when combined with sales
restrictions on the licensee prohibiting him from selling
into a territory or customer .group reserved for the
licensor.

2.4. Field ofuse restricdons

. 179. Under a Aeld of· use restriction the licence is either
limited to one or more technical fields of application
or one or more product market... There are many cases
In which the same tethnology can be used to make
different pro4ucts or can beincorporatedJntoproclucrs
belonging to different product markets. A new moulding
technology may for instance be used to make plastic
bottles and plastic glasses. each product helonging to
separate product markets. However, a single product .
market may encompass several technical fields of use.
For instance a new engine technology may be
employed in (our cylinder engines and six cyUnder
engines. Similarly, a technology to make cbip.sets may
be- used to produce chipsets· with 'up to four CPUs and
more than four CPUs. A licence limitIng the use of the
licensed technology to produce say four cylinder ,engines
and chipset." with up to four CPUs constitutes a technical
field of use restriction.

180..Give~ tbat field of use restrictions are'block exempted
and that certain customer res-trictlons are hardcore
restrictions under Articles 4(1)(c) and 4(2)(b) of the
ITBER, it is important to distinguish the two categories
of· restraints. A customer restrlcdqn presupposes that
specific customer .groups are identified and that tbe
pa!ties are' restricted. In.senlng to such Identified
groups. The fact that a technical field of use restriction
may correspond to certain groups of customers within a
product market does. not imply that the restraint Is to be
classified as a custome.rrestrietion. For instance, the fact
that certain customers buy predominantly or C!Xclusively .
chlpsets wIth more than four CPUs ,does not imply that a
licence whicb·is limited to chlpsers with up to four CPUs
constitutes a customer· restriction. However, the fl:eld of

, use must be c!eAned objectively by. reference to Identified
and meaningful te.chnical chara.cteristica of the licensed
product.

18J., A field of use restriction limits the explOitation of tbe
Ilc~nll'edtechnology by the licensee to. one or more
partIcular· fields of usc without limitIng the licensor's
ability to· explOit the· licensed technology. 1n addition,
as with territories. these fields of use can be allocated
to the licensee under an exclusive or sole licence. Add
of use restrictions combined with an exclusive or sole
lic~nce also restrict the licensor's abllity to explOit his
own technology. by preventing him from exploiting it
himself. including by way of licensing to others. In the
case of a sole license only licensing to. third panles is
restricted; Field of use restrictions combined' with
exclusive and sole licences are treated in the same way
as the exclusive and sole licenses dealt with tn section
2.2.1 above. In partIcular, (or licensing between
competitors, .this means that reciprocal exclusive
licensing b hardcore under Article 4(1)(c).
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1SB.hl the case of licence agreements between
non-competitors there are two main competitive risks
stemming from captive use relltrictlons: (a) a restriction
of lntra..reclmology competition on the market for the
supply of Inputs and (b) an exclusion of arbitrage
between licensees enhancing the possibility for the
licensor to. impose discriminatory' royalties on licensees.

189. Captive 'use restliCtlons, however, may also promote
pro-eompetidve licensing. If the lkensar is a supplier of
components. the restraint may be necessal)' in order for
the dissemInation of technology between
non-eompetitors to occur. In the absence· of the
restraint 'the-licensor may not grant the licence or may
do so only against higher royalties, because otherwlse he
would' create direct competitlonto blmself 011 the
component market. In such cases a captive use restriction
is normally either not restrIctive of competItion or
covered ,by ArticleSl(3). h ·is a condition, however,
that· the licensee is not restricted in selUng the licensed
product as ~placement parts for hiS own products. The
licensee must be' able to serve the after market ror his
own products. including Independent service organi
sations that service .and repair the products produced
by.hlm.

190. Where the licensor is not a component supplier on the
relevant market, the above reason for imposing captive
use restrictions does not apply. In such cases a captive
use restrJe:tlon may in principle promote tile dissemi
nation of technology by ensuring that licensees do not
sell to producel's that compete with the licensor on other
markets. However, a restriction on the licensee not to seU
into certain, customer groups reserved ror the licensor
normally CQl1stitutes a 'less restrictive alternative.
Consequently.' in such cases, a captive use restriction is
normally not necessary for the dissemination of tech
nology to take' place•.

2.6..Tying and bundling

191. In the context of technology licensing tying occurs when
the licensor makes the licensing ofone technology (the'
tying product) conditional upon the· licensee taking a
licence for another technology or purchasing a product
from the licensor or someone designated by him (the tied
product), Bundling occurs where two technologl~ or a
technology and· a product are only sold together as a
bundle. In both cases. however. it is a condition that
the products and technologies Involved are distinct in
the sense that there Is distinct .demand for each of the
producES and technologies fanning pan of the tie or tile
bundle. This is normally not the case where the tech~

nologies or products are by necessity linked in such a
way that the licensed technology cannot be exploited
wJthout the tied product or both parts or the bundle
Cannot be exploited without the other. In the follOWing
the tenn 'tying' rerers to both tying and bundling.

192. Article 3 of the mER, which limits the application of
the block exemption by mark-et share thresholds, ensures

that tying and bundUng are· not block exempted above
the market share thresholds of 20 % in the case of
agreements between competitors and 30 % in the case
of agreements between. non-competitors. The market
share thresholds apply to any relevant technology or
product market affected by the licence agreement,
In~luding the market Jor .the tied product. Above the
market share thresholds It Is necess:uy to balance the
anti-competitive and pro-competitive effects or tying.

193. The main restrictive effect or tying is foreclosure of
competing suppliers of the tied product. Tying may
also allow the licensor to maintain market power Jo
the market for the tying product by raising barriers to
entry si.nce It may rorce new entrants to enter several
markets at the same time. Moreover. tying may allow
the licensor to· Increase royalties. In panlcular when the
tying product and the tied product are partly
substitutable and the ~ products are not used in
flxed proportion. Tying·· prevents the 'licensee from
sWitching· to substitute inputs In the face of Increased
royalties for· the tying.·· product. These competition
concerns are Independent of whether the parties to the
agreement are tompetitorsor not. ,For tying to ptoduce
likely antl<ompetIdve effects the .lIcensor must have a
slgnltlcant degree of market power In the tying product
so as to restrict competition in the tied product. In the
absence of market power In· the tyIng product the
Ucensor cannot use his technology for the anti
competitive purpose of ,foreclosing suppliers of the tied
product. Furthermore. as in the case of non-eompete
obligations. the tie must cover a certain proportion of
the market for the tied product fQr appreciable Core
closure effects to occur. rn case$ where the licensor has
market power on the market for the tied produa rather
than on the market for the tying product. the restraint is
analysed as non-compete or quantity forcing•. reRectlng
the fact that any competition problem has its origin on
the market for the 'tied' product and not on the market
lor the ~ylng' product ("l.

194. Tying can also give rise to efficiency gains. This "s ror
instance the case where the tied product Is necessary for
a tecl1nicallysatisfactory exploitation of the licensed tech
nology or for ensuring that production under the licence
conforms to quality standards respected by the licensor
and other licensees. In such cases tying is normally ~ither

not restrictive o( competition or covered by Article 81(3).
Where the licensees use the licensor's trademark or brand
name or where it is otherWise obvious to consumers that
there Is a link between the product Incorporating the
licensed technology and the licensor. the licensor nas a
legitimate Interest hl ensuring that the quality of the
products are such that It does not undermine the value

, of his technology or his reputation as an economic
operator. Moreover, where it is known to consumers
that the licensees (and tbe licensor) produce on the
basis of the same technology it is unlikely that
licensees would be willing 10 take a licence unless the
technology is expiolted by all In a "chpically sa'lsfactory
way.
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201.· Non.-compete obligations may also produce
pro-competitive· effects... First; ., such obligations may
promote dissemination of technology by reducing the"

". risk of misappropriation of the licensed technology. In
pani.culaf know-how. If a licensee is entitled to license
competing technologies from third parties, there is a risk

~~~~'::cirila6r 1~:~:Il~~Ih:6~g~~~~~~eth:db':n~i~
competitors. 'When a Decosee al$oexploits competing
technologies. it normally also makes monitoring of
royalty payments more difficult, which" may act as a
disincentive to licensing.

202~ Second, non<ompete· obligations possibly in combi
nation with an exclusive territory may, be necessary to
ensure that the licensee has an Incentive to Invest in and
exptolnhe licensed technology effectively. Incases where
the ag..ement Is caught by Article 81(1) becanse of an
appreciabl,e ,foreclt>sure' effect. it 'may be necessary in"
order to 'benefit from Article 81(3) to choose a tess
restrictive, altetnatlve.'for instance tolmpose minimum
output or royalty· obligations, which normally have less
potential to foreclose competing technologies.

20). Third, in cases where the licensor undertakes to make
significant, client speclflc Investments for Instance in
training and ,'tailoring of the licensed t«hoologyto the
licensee's needs, non-compete obligations or alternatively
minimum OUtput or minimum royalty obligations may

necessary to induce" the', licensor to make· the
investment and to avoid hold-up problems. How¢ver,
normally the Itcensor wlU be'able to charge directly for
such Investments by way of a lump sum payment,
implyIng that less'restrictive alternatives are available.

3. Settlement and non-assertion agreements

204.Ucensing may serve. 'as a means of settling disputes or
avoiding that one party exercises his intellectual property
rights to prevent the.otherparty from exploiting his own
technology. Licensing including Cross' licensing In the
context of settlement agreements and non-as-sertlon
agreements is not as such· restrictive· of .competition
since it· allows the parties·· to· exploit their technologies
p"hst agreement. Howcver, the Individual terms and
conditions of such agreements may be caught by
Article 81(1). Licensing in the context of seulement
agreements is treated like other Ilcence agreements. In
the case of rechnolO"gies that from a technical point of
view are substitutes. it is therefore necessary to assess to
what ·extent·it it likely 'that the .technologles in question
are In a one·way or two-way blocking position (cr.
paragraph 32 above). If so, the parties are not deemed
to be competitors.

20S. The block exemption applies provided that the agreement
docs not contain any hatdcore restrictions of competition
as set out in Article 4 of the ITBER. The hardcore list of
Article 4(1) may in particular apply where It was clear to,
the parties that ·no blocking position exists and that
consequently they are competitors. In such cases the
settlement Is merely a means to restrict competition
that existed in the absence of the agreement.

206. In cases where it is likely that in the absence· of the
licence the licensee could be excluded from the market,
the agreement Is generally pro-competltlve. Restrictions
that limit IntrHechnology competition between the
licensor and the licensee are often compatible With
Article 81, see section 2 above.

207. Agreements whereby tbe parties cross:llcensc cach other
and Impose restrictions on the use <if their technologies,
including restrictions on the licensing 10 third parties,
may be caught by ArtIcle 81(1). Whe.. the parties have
a significant degree of market power and· the agreement
imposes restrictions that clearly'·' go beyond what Is
reqUired In order to unblock. the agreement is likely to
be caught by Article 8'1(1) even if Il Is likely .hat a
mutual blocking .position exi.~ts. Article 81(1) is
particularly IIkcly to afply whe.. the parties share
markets or.fix. reciprocarunning royalties that. haven
Significant impact on mjlrket prices.

208. Where under the agreement the parties are entitled to use
each other's technology and the agreement extends to
future developments. it is necessary to assess what is
the Impact of the agreement on the parties' Incentive
to Innovate. In cases where the panles have a significant
degree of market power the agreement. is likely to be
caught by Article 8i{l) where the agreement prevents
the. panles from gaining a competitive lead over each
othet•. Agreements that. eliminate or substantially reduce
the. possibilities of one 'party .to gain a competitive lead
over the other reduce the Incentive to innovate and thus
adversely.arfect an essential part of the competitive
process. Stich agreements arc abo unlikely to satisfy the
conditions of Article 81 (3). It is particularly unlikely that
the restriction can be considered Indispensable \\1thin the
meaning of the third condidon of Article 81 (3). The
achievement of the objective of the agreement. namely
to ensure that the ·parties can cOnllnue to. exploit their
own technology without being. blocked by the other
party. does not require that the parties agree to share
Future innovations. However, the parties are unlikely to
be prevented from gaining a competitive lead over each
other where the purpose of Ihe licence is to allow the

:parties to develop their respective technologies and where
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217. When technologies iII a pool are substitutes, royalties are
likely to be higher than they would otherwise be, because
licensees do not benefit from rivahy between the tech·
notogies ,Jn question. When the technologies in the pool
are complements the arrangement reduces transaction
costs and may. lead to lower overall royalties because
the parties are in a position to fix a common royalty
for the package as opposed to _each fixing a royalty
which does 110t take account of the royalty fixed 6y
others.

2~8.The distinction betWeen complemenuiry and substitute
technologies, Is not dearweut, il\ atl uses, since tecll·
nol~ies may be substitutes tn, part and complements
In part. When. due to efficiencies stemming (rom the
Integration of two technologies licensees '·are likely to
detl1and both technologJesthe technologies are treated"
as comp~ents even If· they are partly substitutable. 111
such. cases it is likely that in the absence of the pool
licensees would want to IIcencebotlr technologies due
to the additional economic benefit ofemploying both
technologies as opposed to emplOying oolyone of them.

219. The jnclusion in the pool of substitute techllologles
",restricts Imcr-technology competition and amounts to

collective .bundling. Moreover. where the"· pool is
substantially composed of. substlmtetechnologies. the
arrangement amounts to .. price .. fixing between
competitors. As a general. rule. the Commission
considers that the inclusIon of substitute technologies
in the poot constitutes a violation of Article 81(1). The
Commlssioll also considers that .it is unlikely that the
condldons of MleI, 81(3) will-b, fulAlied In 'h, case
of pools. comprising, to .. a· significant extent substitute
technologies. Given. that the technologies In question
are alternatives. no transaction cost savings accrue from
including both technologies' in the pool. In the absence of
the pool licensees would not have demanded both tech·
nologles. ft is not sufficient that the parties remain free to
license independently. In order not to· undennine the
pool. which allows them to Jointly exercise market
power. the panics are likely ,to have little incentive to
do so.

220•. When a pool is composed only of technologies· that are
essential and .. therefore by. necessity also complements.
the creation of the pool as such generally falls outside
Article .g 1(1} irrespective of the market position of the
parties. However, the conditionS on which licences are
granted may b, caught by Anicle 81 (1). -

~21. Where non-essentlal but complementary patents are
,in~uded in the pool .there Is a risk of foreclosure of
third party technologies. Once a technology is lricluded
in the pool and Is licensed as part of the package.
licensees are .likely to have little incentive to license a
competing . technology when the royalty paid for the
package already covers a substitute technology.
MoreoVer. tbe:-"inchision '.oftechnologles which are not
necessary for the purposes of producing the product{s)
or carrying out the process(es) to which the technology
pool relates also forces licensees to pay fonechno!ogy
that they may not need.,The Inclusion of complementary
patents thus. amounts to collective bundling. When a
pool encompass~ non.essentiaJ tech"nologies. the
agreem'nt la Iik,ly to be caugh' by Artid, 81(1) where
the ,pool has a significant. position on any relevant
market.

222., Given that .substitute and complementary technologies
may be developed. after the creation of the poo~ the
assessment of essentlality Is an on-golng process. A techa

nology may therefore become; non-essential after the
c~ation of the pool due to the emergence of new third
party. technologies, One.:way to ensure that such third
party technologies are not foreclosed is to exclude (tom
tbe pool technologies that have ~ecome non-essential.
However, there may be other ways to ensure that third
party technologies are not foreclosed. In the assessment
of technology pools comprising non-essential tech·
nologles, i.e. technologies for which substitutes exist
outside the pool" or which are not necessary In order to
produce one or more products to which the pool relates.
the Commission wIll In Its overalt,.3Ssessment.. fnter alia,
take. account of the {ollowing factors;

(a) whether there are any pro-competitive reasons for
Including the nonooessential technologies in the poo~

(b) whether the licensors remain (ree to license their
respective·· technologies. Independently. Where the
pool Is composed of· a limited number of techa
nologies and there are substitute -technologies
outside the pool. licensees may want to put
together their own technological package composed
partly of technology·. fonnlng part of the pool and
partly of techrl0logy owned, by' third.· parties:
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228. Grant back obligations should be non-eXclusive and be
Ilmfteato developments that are essential or Important to
the use of the pooled technology. Tblsallows the pool.to
feed on and benefit from improvcments to the pooled
technology. [t Is legitimate for the parties to ensure that
the exploitation of the pooledtedmology cannot be held
lJP;byU.f~ns~es that hoI(oro~~l1eSs~l1ti~l.patAAts.

229. One of the .problems identifled.·with ·regard"lo patent
pools is 'he risk 'ha' they shield in..Ud patentS.
Pooling raises the costsJrisks for a successful. challe~1:_eJ.

because the challenge fails if only one patenl in the pool
Is valid. The shielding of invalid parents in the pool may
ohlige licensees to pay higher royalties and may also
prev~nt .. htl1()vationln the __.field covered _by an invalid
patent In orderta limit this risk any right to termJnate
a Ucence in the case of a challenge must be limited to the
technologies 'owned' by the licensor' who is theaddreSs~e

of the challenge 'and, must not extend to the technologies
owned by the other licensors in the pool.

4.3. The institutional fram~work governing the pool

2·30; The way in which a technology pool is created, organised
and operated can reduce the risk of it having the object
or effect ,or restricting competition, and provIde
assurances to the effect that the arrangement 'is
pro-competitive,

23L"~hen participation ina standard and pool creation
,:;process is open to all interested parties representing
.. dlfferent interests it is more likely that technolo.gies for

inclusion into the pool are selected on the basis of price/
quality considerations than when the pool is set up by a
"mited group of teclmologyowners.Simil~rly,when the
relevant bodie... of the pool are composed of persons
representing different interests, it is, more, likely that
licensing terms atld conditions. including royalties, will
be open lInd non-discriminatory and reRect the v~lue of
the licensed technology than when the pool is controlled
by Iicensor:representatives.

232. Another relevant factor is the extent to which Jnde-
pendent expens are Involved in th'e creation and
operation of the pool, For Instance, the, assessment of
whether or not a technology is essential to a standard
supponcd by. a pool is often a complex matter that
requires ,special expertise., ,The Involvement in the
~1~ti0It, p,ro~5 of i~epe,nd~I1t exP~rtS,~ go (lIang
way in ensuring, that' a commitment to include only
ess,ential technologies is implemented In practice.

i33.'The -Commission witl take Into account how experts are
s.elected and what are the exact functions that they are to
perform. Experts should be independent from the under
takings that have formed the pool. If experts are.
connected to the Ucensors or othelWise depend on
them,. the involvement of the expert will be gIven less
weight. Experts must also' have, the necessary technical
exp,ertise to perform the various ·functions with which
they have been entrusted.' The functions of Independent
expensmay Include, in particular, an assessment of
whether or not technologies put forward for inclusion
into the. pool are valid ,and whet,her or not they are'
essential.

234. 1t Is also relevant to cOnsider the arrangements for
exchanging sensitive information among the parties. In
ollgopollstlc markets exchanges of sensitive lnfonnation
such as pricing and .output data may racfhrate
c::allusion ell). In such cases the' Commission wnJ tllke

.Into account to what extent safeguards have been put
in, place. which ensure that !ensitive Infonnation is not
exchanged. An independent expert or IlcensJng body may
play an important role in this respe<l by ensuring that
output and sates data. which· may be necessa!}' for the
purposes of calculating and verifying royalties is not
dIsclosed to undertakings that compete on affected
markets.

235. Finally. It is relevant to take- account of the dispute
resolution mechanism foreseen in the instruments
setting up the pool. The more dispute resolution is
entrusted to bodies or persons that are Jndependent of
the pool and the members thereof. the more likely it .is
that the dispute resolution will operate in a ~tral way.

(l) OJ I, 123. 21.4.2004. The lTBER. replaces Commission Regulation (Eq No 240/96 ofU Janua'Y_1996 on [be
application of Article 8S(J) of the Treaty to cenaln categ()ries of tethnology transfer agreemenls (OJ l 31. 9.2.1 996.
p.2).

P)· See Joined Cases C-39'i/96 Pand C-J96196 P. CompagnfeMarilime BeIge. (2000) ECR 1·1 J65. paragraph 130. and
parag~ph 106- of the Commission Guidelines on the application of Anlc!e 81 (3) of the Treaty. not yet published.

(J) Councll Regulation {EO ~o 1/2003 on the Implementation o.f the roles on competItion laId dDwn In Articles 81
and 82 of the Treaty (OJ L 1, 4.1.2003. p. 1).

(4) In the follOWing the term 'agreement Includes concerted practices and decisions of as.'iOClntlons of undcnaklngs.

(') See Commwion Notice on the concept of effect on trade between Member Slates conrained in Ardcles ·81 and 82
of the Treaty, not yet published.
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Pi) The reasons (or tbls calculation rote are explained In paragraph 23 above.

(n) See e.g. the case law cited in note 15.

(010) See In this resp«l: paragraph 98 o(thc Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty cited In note 2.

(~l) This Is also the case where one party grants a licence to the other party and al;cepts to buy a ph)'j;lcall~put from
the lIecn:Jee. The purcha3c price can serve the same funclion -as the royalty.

(41) See In this respect Casel 93/83. Windsurfing Jnl~mtlf!onal. (1986) ECR' 61 kparagraph 67;

'4~ For a general. dcRnfllon of active and passive sales, reference Is made to paragraph so of the Guidelines on vertical
restraints cited In note 16.

(foI) Field of use 'restrictlons are further dealt with In section lV.2.4 below.

(f') This hardcore restriction applies 10 licence a~ments concemln~ trade within the Community. As regards
agreements concerning expons outside the Communlly or Imports/re;lmpons from outside the Community see
Case C-306{96.1avico.(1998) ECR )·1981. .

(46) See [n lhis respect paragraph 77 of the Judgment In NUllg~r cited in note 13.

(U) See In lhls respect Case 26176. Metro (1). 119771 ECR 1875.

(~I) If Ihe licensed technology Is (llltda~ed no restdctlon of competition arises. see in this respecl Case 65/86. Bayer l'

S'llli,[er. [1988) ECR 5249•.

('") As to non-challenge clauses In the context of S(lIlement agreements·see point 209 below.

(I~ See paragraph 14 above.

('I) See paragrnpbs 66 and 67 above.

('1) See In this respect paragraph 42 of the Guidelines on. the appllcallon of Article 81(3) oithe TrealY. tlted in note 2.

IU) See in this respect paragraph 8 of the Commission Notice on agreement~ of minor importance. Ciled In note 17.

(''') See In thiS respect Case T~228/97. Irish Sug"r, [1999) OCR. 11.2969. paragraph 101.

~S) See In this' respect pal'$graph 23 of the Guidelines Or) horizontal cooperation agreements, ciled in nOle 20.

(J~) .See JoIned Cases 25/84 and 26/84, Ford, (1985) ECR 2725.

('1) See In this respect for example Commission Decision In TPS (OJ L 90, 2.4.1999, p. 6). Simliarly, L':Ie prohibition of
Article 81(1) also only applies as long as the agreement has a restrk:tive object or restrictive effects.

lSI) Cited In note 3n. See In particular paragraphs lIS U seJJ.

(~, As to these concepts sec scalon IV.4.1 below.

(60) See paragraph 8S of the Culdellnes on the application of Article 81(3) of the T~tYJ cited in nole 2.

~61) Idem. paragraphs 98 and 102.

(61) See par.agraph 130 of the Judgment cited in notc 2. Similarly. the application of Article 81(3) does not prevent the
application of the Trcary mles on the free movement of goods. :lervices, persons and capilal. lfu:se provlsiom are In
certain circumstances applicable to agreements, ckctslons and concerted praClices within the meaning of Article
81(1), see to that effecl Case C-309/99. WOlltel'$, 12002) ECR 1·1577, paragraph 120.

(") See in this respect Case 1-S1I89. TclI'l:l Pdl (I), [19901 ECR. 11,.309. See also. paragraph 106 of the Guidelines on the
application of Article 81(3) of tire Treuly cited in note 2 above.

(''') See the judgnlent In NUllgessM dted in nole 13.

(6') Sec In this re.!lpect the Commission'S Notice In the Canon/Kodnk Case (OJ C 330, 1.11.1997, p. 10) and the IGR
Stereo Television Case ,mentioned In die Xl Repan on Competition Policy. paragraph 94.

(6') For the applicable analytical framework see $~lion 2.7 below and paragraphs 138 tl st~. of the Guidelines on
Vertical Restraints cited In nob: 36,

(61) See note 36.

fl-) See In this respect the Commission's press release IP(02/1651 concerning the llcensing of patents for third
general10n (3G) mobde services. 'I1iis case Involved five technology pools trell.dng flve different technologies.
each of which could be used to produce 3G equipment.

('9) The term 'technology' Is not limited to patents. JI covers also patent appllcatlons and inre1lectu~1 propc!rty rights
othet than patents. .

(10) See in this respect the judgmenl in John Deere dIed In note 11.


